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ABSTRACT 
Widows were assessed on four measures relating to 
recovery from bereavement: postformal thinking 
(measured as dialectical thinking), recovery from 
grief (measured as past feelings and present 
feelings), well-being (measured by three subscales: 
autonomy, environmental mastery, and positive 
relations with others), and age at time of 
participation. Eighty participants completed and 
returned questionnaires. It was hypothesized that 
age of the participant and the development of 
postformal thinking would predict higher scores on 
recovery from grief and well-being. Analysis was 
performed using a Structural Equation Model with a 
comparative fit index (CFI) of .98. Results showed 
that age and postformal thinking did not predict 
recovery from grief or higher well-being scores. In 
addition no correlation was found between later age 
and postformal thinking, although there was a 
correlation between scores on recovery from grief and 
scores on well-being. 
iii 
Several possible explanations for the non-significance 
of the study hypotheses are discussed. 
iv 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Adult Cognition 
Cogniti~e-~hanges iri Adults 
\It.was Jong believed that few cognitive changes take 
.. ' ,- ,," ' , - ' 
place past young adulthood, 0th.er than well-'documented' 
declines (e.g., Balt~s, 1999; Cavanaugh, 1997, Schaie, 
1994). However, jn the past twenty-five years, 
,several geropsyc~ologists have proposed that the 
thinking of midlife adults may be different from 
younger adults, (e.g.; Blanchard-Fields, 1986; 
Cavanaugh, 1997; Kramer, 1983). If true, this might 
I . , 
. \help explain why older adults do less well than 
~ounger adults ~hen performing on tests of formal 
l . . 
Fperations; possibly the problem-solving strategies of 
~ater Eidulthood are not a good match for problems 
lnvolving formal operaticins (Sinnott, 19~8). Whe~e 
there is evidence :!:or a cognitiv~ "shift", it seems to 
I •. . . . 
occur exclusively in the life eras of mid-to-older 
1dulthood. Could it be that .as·a person ages they can 
I 
~evelop something entirely hew in their thinking 
I I kills? 
I 
I 1 
' 
Recent work in cognitive aging recognizes this 
possibility and several theorists have sought to name 
and explain hypothesized transformations in adult 
thinking. New forms of adult logic have been called 
dialectical thinking (Kramer & Bacelar, 1994; Kramer, 
Kahlbaugh, & Goldston, 1992), reflective judgment 
(Kitchener & King, 1981), and, probably most 
popularly, postformal thinking (PFT), since it is seen 
as think~ng that transcends formal logic (Kramer, 
1983; Labouvie-Vief, 1980). 
The Nature of Postformal Thought 
I 
I 
Many cognitive lifespan developmentalists believe 
~hat mature adults continue to grow through stages of 
I 
i • • p_ogical complexity beyond Piaget's final stage of 
i 
Formal operations (Sinnott, 1994). Such cognitive 
i 
I growth seems to be prompted by life experience, 
I 
kspecially those experiences which challenge the adult 
lhinker to move beyond categoriSsj of opposition (e.g., 
I I 
true/false; right/wrong) in everyday problem solving. 
I I 
I I 
The problem-solving strategies which result from this 
I . 
~hift are thought to be integrative, involving both 
I ' I . 
I I 
~roblem "facts" and problem "feelings" -- the 
2 
affective, subjective components of individual 
perspective. Thus, postformal thinking (PFT) is 
contextual, and involves a synthesis of affect/logic, 
.tolerance for ambiguity~ and the generation of 
\multiple solutions to problems, Sinnott suggests that 
,, . . 
cognition in adulthood " ... has a tendency to tie 'things 
together, to give overall meaning to emotions and 
e_vents, to help find overall purpose in their 
feelings, lives, and deaths" (1998, p. 33). 
Postformal Thinking Compared to Formal Operations 
Piaget ( 197 0) considered formal oper'ations to be 
he goal of cognitive development; He suggested thai 
: orma1 operations, acquired during adolescence, 
I . . 
bontinue to characterize adult thinking. What are I . •. 
I , , 
I .·. . .. · formal operations? Four essential aspects of formal 
i . . . 
I . . • ·· .. 0perat1ons are (1} taking a bypothetico-deductive 
I .. • ·• . . 
approach to problem solving; (2) thinking in one 
iramework at -a. time; (3). having the goal of arr;i. ving 
~ t one correct solution;• and . ( 4 i thinking that is • 
I . . •·.. . 
uncons:trained by real-world application. Formal 
1 . - ' qpera:tion~ both ~hape and reflect the curricular 
I 
demand,s of western scl'loolirig. Fo.r e){ample, Cavanaugh 
(1997) says: 
3 
,..,,.·. 
_ _ _ Fo~maT 6pe.tat:ioI1al thought ·~s a~med at 
---:~:~:~~vi~-~e~~t;~it~•~n°~:~a:~1tii;-n°~:~t:::e~i!:~t~:--
- _ .a fee:J_ir1g Of :u:neasin'ess, -- anq people begin a- seare;h:-
-for clarification. 'l',his 5i tuatiQh: ?an b~( obse:r:-vect · 
iti high school. classes when -student$ press- their 
--- _t:eacher to identify the_ right theory ( f.toin ·among ----__ _ 
severaJ.,. ;equally good -6nes') or the .tight way to view 
a' social issue such _a·s abortion).--_ (po 254} 
-The limit~d-- applicability Qf -formal operations ___ ---
for adult probiern'"'solving nas led some.tesearche.ts to 
sug,gest 'that PFT, ---· vJith ,J ts -_;¥mphasis on con-textual ism; 
· ·•b:::;:~::::~::::t:::dtvei opmenta{ .•. ·~rogre ss.iori •Of 
[orma:h:::r :::;::s .( :::fu:::nl ::3::s:::~:::::n:sp: .. f i6m . 
of the'. re1a'tivistic,- ;hon~al:Jsolute .I]ature 
... . ' . '· - .... ,., . ·- . . ., •' -. . . .. 
-_- aris~~r varj_er-ir6~ $ituati,on to 
situation.. : E'd:stformal' thinkers believe 'that 'solutions 
,Jop~oblemi m,istif ie<lli~tic, ·. anQ .thus cont~x~.r 
-\ : ' . -_ - - -. 
- -
-eliant, ,td 
. ·. . . . '·. . ' 
-:···' .·' . .·· .. 
•bJ·-re~son~l?;te. -- )3e:eing- s6l~fi6n:s to'-- --
roblems as:relati~e-- can 1~~d :to-•• -skeptici,sm, -~s ·one· 
neye; i)e Su~e:: if one is .tight or ~ron9 ~- -Despite 
- ------- • t _ .a f, 'Perry showed:_ fn his J:97_0 'stud¥: ~h~t aduits'. -
.:• ·; : ·'· ', 
' ·. •, . - . 
--_.-____ dFvel9:p ,qorrmii:tm~nt~ to -,F>;a.rtJqular -V±'ewpoints ~'nd, come,----
to think of themselves as their own source of 
authority. They decide they must make a commitment to 
a position and they understand that others may be 
equally committed to an entirely different position. 
]The ability to understand many perspectives on an 
I !issue, choose one, and still allow others the right to 
! [hold differing opinions is different from the "correct 
1 
! 
isolution" focus of formal operational thinking. 
i 
I 
I 
~abouvie-Vief (1980) suggests that the necessity of 
i 
\committing oneself to a chosen course from among a 
! 
bultitude of possibilities is evidence of postformal 
I 
i . . . Fhinking in mature adults. Thus when the postformal 
I 
I 
I • • • thinker sees multiple problem outcomes, they simply 
I 
i 
bommit themselves to the one that is most compatible 
iith their views and live comfortably with the idea 
i 
I 
that others may use the same process to come to very 
I 
I different conclusions. 
\ 
! The second factor contrasting PFT with formal 
ihinking is an integrative approach to thinking, such 
l 
~hat problem-solving involves a synthesis of emotion 
I 
4nd cognition, (Cavanaugh, 1997; Kramer, 1983). 
I 
Cavanaugh, Kramer, Sinnott, Camp, & Markley (1985) 
I 
~oint out that in formal operations one must separate 
I 
I 
5 
in. tj}a,dJ..tiona.l hypothesis-te~.t.ing. 
By C()htrast, post:formal thinking, by a2kpowledging the 
role of subj,ectivity in. problem-- so1.J-ing., begins to . 
subjec::f. a.~d objet:t:. Sinriott {1998) .sqggests 
transformed 
indi victuals. interact with and 
come to know each.other 
The third factor· separating PFT from formal 
\opera.t:iOns is ~n acceptance of contradiction and I . . . . . -. . . 
ambiguity,as·inescapa.b1e aspects of problem-solving. 
Postformal.thinke.ts know that ambiguity and 
bontrad±ction aretherule rather than the exceptions. I .· .. . · i i · . 
Riegel (cited in Kramer, 1983) explicitly designates 
biaJectical emphaSis on cqntradiction as the central I . . . . •. ·.. , ·. . .. ··· . . .· ·· .. · . .·· ·. ·. 
feature of adult thought. Dialectical thinking · 
. integrates cqn.tradictory. cdgni ti ve. cl. aims, pot. en. ti ally·. I . . . . . . .. ··•··· .. 
lea.ding to a 1nore inc:;lu.sJye perspect:iy~. 
On.e example of" suc:h contradictory cognitive claims 
is the conflict many bereaved women have to. deal with 
L i!'ltegtate their, fee'lin9s of' grief wi,th a, deep 
I 
~eated anger:' to.wards the deceased {Zai9er, 1986} . 
6 
Cavanaugh et al. (1985) had this to say regarding 
dialectical thought: 
Dialectical thought can be characterized by 
an acceptance of contradiction as an inherent 
feature of reality and by an awareness of the 
holistic, dialectical nature of phenomena and the 
transformation of the dialectical whole via 
thesis-antithesis-synthesis moves in thought. 
(p. 149) 
Another situation bereaved women face illustrates 
!the dialectical process: Widows often have severe 
[financial difficulties to handle which interrupt their 
I 
i 
!freedom to grieve. In addition, women who openly 
~rieve are sometimes seen as weak and self-indulgent. 
! 
~hus bereaved women face a major contradiction in 
I 
~heir lives: They must do the work of mourning or face 
i 
~erious depression, and yet they cannot afford the 
;time, or the loss of support and respect that can come 
I 
I 
! 
from grieving. 
I 
To face this problem postformally, the 
Lidow must create for herself a synthesis of these I , 
bontradictory factors in her life. Dialectical 
I 
I 
thought is thus central to postformal thinking. Based 
I 
I 
~n this, dialectical thinking was used in this study 
s a measure of postformal thought (Kramer, 1983). 
7 
Is 2ostfdrmal Thinki~g ~ Valid ~onstruct? 
'rhere is. nOt complete agreement ab.out the PFT 
construct,or about.the features of PFT. Two major 
researchers in: postformal thinking, Kramer and 
Labouvie-Vief, have .. extensively examined specific 
features of PFT with.out completely endqrsing the 
' ' ' ., . 
overall construct. Kramer (1983) has suggested that 
the cognitive operations.calledpostformal may simply 
be an e~tension of formal ciperations, iaken to a 
higher level. However, Kramer does argue that if PFT 
exists: 
... the best distinction between £ormal and 
postformal operati~nal thought may lie in their 
differential. emphases on stability versus change 
and independence versus interdependence of 
variables. (p. 9:1,) 
Labouvie-,Vief (1980) also wonders if the PFT 
construc:t adequately describes c;tdult thought. 
I • ,'. 
iHowever, her work does _show that people avoid 
~on;Elicts .and d!aal rnoW effectively w~th life problems 
then emotion·ancl,logic are integrated in their 
~hinking. _By comparison, in formal operations, 
, Jmotional dimensions plpY, _little rOle in problem 
I 
bolving, eYen.t.hough t}:l~ c::ognitive demands of adult 
I . . . . . , I. ,.: ,.· '·, ,, , . 
(Life are highly affective, involving conflict, 
8 
I 
ambiguity~ and contrcidiction (I<egan., 1994). Thus, 
though Labouvie-Vief doesn't call it PFT,_ she 
describes~ step beyontj formal operations in which the 
affective di.mension "re-emerges." 
This general discussion of cognition in. adulthood 
... 
leads us to two questions: DOes PFT exist, and if it 
1does, could the acquisition of PFT help people in real 
. ,· . 
life. situations, specifically in a highly charged and. 
emotion- laden situation~ such as recovery from 
bereavement? I . . . 
!Attempts to Measure the·. Postformal 
~hinkin Construct 
Blanchard-"-Fields ( 198 6 ). u.sed structured reasoning 
I asks to measure the cognitive strategies of adults, 
. I ·. . . . 
~ompared with adolescents, in socioemoti.onal domains 
~f raasoping. Her study tasks, all hyp6thetical 
I 
~cenarios, reflected h~gh affective saliency and 
bonfli;tual· interpersonal content. One example of 
I . . .. 
such a task was a visit to the grandparents scenario, 
I 
I 
·1he scenario involves conflict between parents.and 
Jheir teena~e sofr over a triP ... to the grandparents~ I . . . . . 
!louse; the adolescent is unwilling to go·along. The 
! 
I ·. 
rsolution tbat followed wa~ described from the 
differing perspectives of the parents and the 
adolescent. 
I 
Study participants were asked three 
[questions: a) Who was at fault in this situation? b) 
i 
jWho came out victorious in this situation? and c) How 
I 
twas the conflict resolved? After each question, the 
i 
' 
~articipants were asked how they came to their 
: 
~onclusions. Blanchard~Fields' results showed that, 
! 
' [compared with adolescents, adult thinkers were better 
i 
1 
~ble to differentiate a person's interpretation of an 
~ccount from the account itself, and they were better 
able to understand the relationship between intention 
I 
i 
?nd responsibility. She maintains that this trend is 
in agreement with recent research in PFT (see Commons, 
! 
~ichards, & Armon, 1964): Adolescents performed less 
' 
~ell on the tasks that were higher in degree of 
! 
! 
$motional saliency, such .as the grandparents scenario. 
r 
i 
~ess mature thinkers showed a strong reliance on the 
i 
Jbjective details of the story, judging the scenarios 
I 
~rom a right-versus-wrong view of reality. 
Kitchener and King (1981) are among many 
~esearchers who have questioned whether the real life 
I 
I 
~easoning of mature adults is adequately encompassed 
i 
~Y the hypothetico-deductive reasoning of formal 
10 
operations. They argue that.especially when drawing 
!conclusions about c6ntroversial issues, adults hav~ 
.. ~ . 
\shown that their conclusions are· related to their 
i 
'prior assumptions and to their personally derived 
criteria for evaluating arguments, and not to formal 
I. 
I 
~ogic. Kitchener and King speak of a "cognitive 
I 
~ivide" betwe~n people who believe that there is an 
!objective reality against which ideas and assumptions f . . 
tnust be ultimately tested, and those who are aware 
I 
~hat there is a great deal of subjectivity in our 
I 
rerceptions and interpretations of the truth, though 
~t may be possible to determine that some judgments 
I 
' I 
~bout reality are more correct than others. Further, 
. ! 
they understand that because critical inquiry is, in• l . 
l . . 
ttself, fallible, it may not always lead to correct 
. I . . . . 
fonclusions about th~ hature of reality. Thus, 
*itchener'and King have found that " . knowledge 
I . 
ttatements mu~t be.evaluated as more or less likely 
' I 
Jpproximations ·to reality and must be open.to the 
I . . . . . 
. I . ' . 
1, crutiny and. criticisms of other rational people" 
p. 100); Kitchener and King refer to the latter 
. I. . .. ·. . . . . . . . 
stance as ~eflective judgment, a. form of PFT. They 
I .. ·.·.•. . . 
l Ejeem 
I 
I 
I 
' I 
i 
' 
' 
to be saying that .. ?11r pri?r · assumptions and our 
11 
criteria for evaluating arguments, as well as how we 
\ctetermine if a solution is "true", are all fluid 
i 
I components of thinking. 
I 
For King and Kitchener, an 
\essential feature of PFT acknowledges that we can't 
:resolve life's ambiguities, but we can be clear what 
! 
!our assumptions are, what our criteria for judgment 
i !are, and what outcomes "count" as solutions. 
I 
Commons, Richards, & Kuhn (1982) hypothesized a 
I 
ilevel of reasoning beyond Piaget's formal operations 
i 
as well. They built on Piaget's system of successive 
! 
i 
~tages of logical operations to postulate a series of 
I 
rorders of operations" of logical reasoning. The 
I 
~irst order could be compared to Piaget's concrete 
pperations, the second to formal operations. To 
I 
keasure what they called systematic (third order 
! . .· . . 
6perations) and metasystematic (fourth order 
I 
bperations) reasoning, they developed four problems. 
I 
<Commons.et al. gave the participants four hypothetical 
I 
~tories to read; the~~articipants were asked to 
!nswer questions abou~ which stories were most similar 
I 
! 
4nd which were most different. Next, they were asked 
I 
to rank crucial similarities and differences between 
I 
tthe stories and finally, to explain how they arrived 
i 
12 
at their rankings. Their hypothesis was that third 
!order and fourth order operations were more advanced 
I 
:forms of reasoning representing features of postformal 
I 
jthinking which they expected to show up more often in 
I 
fature adults (in this case amongst graduate students) 
i 
ithan in younger adults or adolescents 
i 
I j(undergraduates). The results showed that the level of 
I 
ireasoning of mature adults, compared to young adults, 
I 
kas in the general form 0£ third-order operations 
I 
! 
I \(e.g., systematic operations, consisting of exhaustive 
bperations on classes or relations of classes in which 
! 
i 
the respondent clearly shows that they understand that 
the logical structure of each story must be examined 
I 
i 
as an integral whole), and fourth-order operations 
I 
\(e.g., metasystematic operations, consisting of 
bperations on systems in which the respondent shows 
! 
that they have formed fully integrated representations 
I . 
of the ordered relations reflected in each of the four 
! 
tories). 
Sinnott (1998) uses real-world scenarios to 
I 
I 
rtieasure postformal thought. One example is the POW 
I (Power Family Dynamics) scenario: A family consisting 
I 
I 
6f a father in his forties and a 15-year-old child 
i 
13 
live in the suburbs. They learn that a 70-year-old 
grandmother (the father's mother) will need to live 
th them due to her failing health. Right now, the 
family members have this "power relationship": The 
father runs the house and the child follows his rules 
(father-dominant, child dominated). The grandmother 
s made it clear that when she comes she may not want 
anyone, including the father, telling her what to do. 
grandmother moves in, what are all the possible 
power relationships" t~at might develop among pairs 
of individuals in the household? (The possible power 
ationships are (1) dominant-dominated and (2) 
Her measure focuses especially on 
alectical thinking and are most useful in uncovering 
[how people solve real world problems involving social 
I 
[relationships. 
! 
Kramer, Kahlbaugh, & Goldston (1992) believed 
!that there are one or more stages of thinking beyond 
!formal operations that culminate in a form of logic 
I 
~haracterized as dialectical. To measure dialectical 
ithinking they devised the Social Paradigm Belief 
nventory (SPBI) which consists of 27 sets of 
!statements about people, relationships, and social 
! 
14 
! .. 
institutions~ Each set presents thr~e different 
statements representing absolute, relativistic, or 
dialectical assumptions; participants choose the one 
c1osest·to their own way of thinking. An example: a) 
You cannot know a person completely. This is because 
getting to know a person in a particular way means not 
getting to know hirn or her in some other way; b) ·· You 
[cannot know a person completely~ This • is. because a 
I 
person seerns different all·· the>time depending on what 
part of him or- her you look at; ... anq c} You. can know a 
lper~on completely. This is because .after a. loriq 
!enough tirne a person' s real sel.f emerges, allowing you 
1 . 
Ito see what· makes him or. her tick. Using the SPBI, 
Kramer et al. showed t.hat·relativism is the dominant 
:mode of thinking during' late adolescence and early 
I .. ·. . ·.· .·.. . . . . . 
!adulthood, but>d.ialectical 
r . . . . . 
'!relativism as the dominant 
!Absolute,·. ~elati vistic and, Diaiec:tical. 
. . 
Absolufeithinkfng 
[the world as stable fixedr resulting' 
pelief in right vs. wrong o:r:-<trµth VS •.. fcJ.lseh6od,/ 
tlS 
I 
I 
i 
I 
· .. · •,,' 
,'•• ,'' 
. ; late f orin~l, 
-formal> (B-a"s se9,he $/ 
. ,. ... ·.· .. ···.· .. _. ., 
:f9~4}. -· .:~solute thinking; ~hi2h f$. 
'<·~''.· ~ . 
. ·. . 
--- . ----·_ lhhe-~eni t'Q. fo:trnaJ ·operations'.,.} .dqes : not f~cQg-n:Lle ;lhe :'.' -_ 
existen'ce ('){ mutually 'incompatible system~) -
. . " .. ' - ... -•---·: . . ... ,· ,· ·.: ·.... .• · .. ' .· .. ,. -· 
By; cont~ast,. an .impoTtan_t :ie~iure . of PiT< is. 
of t:he_ relativis'ti.¢;: non'""a~'.soT1,1t,¢. nia.tl.ir~ . 
-_-_ o-:!:krtowlec:l~~.'. :R~lcit:{visti¢'.'t11.inking seem§ t() be·-·th~-
·\,. ,.. . ,._ 
."·,: :· .'> .... '. :·.; 
development·· 6f · :PFT >·but · is rib~, by· -· 
·,.c 
pos:bfoi:m~l . (Kra_mer, Kahlbaug.ti', --•• & Golds tori., :; . 
. -1·992} ~ : Ac~ordl.rig to··•·PFT, :fheCfr:Ls.ts, re'.Lativism <a:1~ne 
/ctbes not proV-ide a w~y · O;E -int:egrating vah1es) ', belie,fs; > 
---~nd -th~.--_- affective·_. ~omponer1.~$-.·•:0t .i;eaT: ·rit e-_-_p;pbl'~mS\''·_--
· -. :. Accoi;dJng to .'I<r~mer (1ga3+, diaiectical thinking -.... 
. prbc~ecis fr6mirelc1.tivisti:c· th.inking and 'incl~d~s th~ 
. . ' . ·. . ,,• ".,., ' . . ' . 
- r~a+izat.ion -- th.at contradiction i~. ari inheren~ fea.t:ur:e -
•,,• '• . .··· . .•. 
, t<ram~r ,emp~sisiie~ frie ro.l~ of. cti~lec'ifcs > 
. . . ,· . .· . 
resolvi~g'contr:adi6tion~ n:'is he;r view_ that .the 
- .. :'_.:_--.·. 
on:J ,- i.~ --- ~~p,o~'ed to. ~-o~J~:i.ctin9 -• vf.ew:point ~, ------ t:he, 
... ," •-. . .. . .-. ·, 
or~ 'onl·b~Co~es <awa·r~ ():e'bontradicticm that Carrhot be: 
- . ' . 
. k~~;lveic('rti~rely:·by th.ro~ing away' 'one.:_of.'.th.e_. 
~n~t~ea.d,. :sh~ $uggests, .wha.t-i~ n~:ed~o: isl_.--
Jl€! iri,te9ra:ti6n, 6:r 'synt:h~_s{s. ¢-f cpn.tradic::tion :fowaf'ct·. •· · 
Jn,clus:ive whbl:e: ' :f:ii~ . diale~t:(c::al p1r,Oct~ss 
l . 
interrelatedness of experience ari.d is 
features of postforrnal thought 
As . noted earli.er, "Product" -focu§ed problems are 
. . ' ' ' 
hahdled by formal operq.tions (e.g., finding the 
a scientific que.$t;i_ori; m.athemat.ical 
or determiri.ing the 1:)~st way to. build 
However, formal. operations may work less 
. ., '. , ' ... ; . 
'~process" -focused. problems .of adulthood. 
. ' 
For instance, controversial issues invqlving 
as:assessing the danger 
,of nu.clear energy (Kitchener & .. King, 1981) or I .. ·. . ·.. ..· •· . . ...... ·. . ...... •.· .··•··· .. 
I ., • 
I 
moral judgntents in areas such as abortion or 
euthanasia, are problems that do not lend themselves 
fo resolution through 
Problems in parenting 
formal operations. 
. work .and self-
!expansion. {Keg-an, 
broblerns in.which I . . . . . . 
~an be 
kffect 
' ' 
19 94) . ate .. the< k:Lncfa 
the abi)-it.y tci th.:i.r1k postf orrnaTJ_y 
mentioned ·aspect of PFT is the 
lr:-ole that . affect pla.ys in decision makihg> for mature 
I .. . .· ·.·· <' ... ' .. ·•· ..•.. · · .. / .·· ... . •. ,.. :" . > . . . 
adults (Cavanc3.ugh/ '1997; Sinrtoj:t,. 1998). For the 
:1·· ·'. ' 
. 'postforrn,al thinker,< ern~\-:i-~ns .are. inc1uJ~d. J~ 
€,!qua tie>~: fOr prc>blerir ,solving and in the develot>InE;ir1t; .. of 
,, ~- , ..... -.~ \-.-. ,::_ ., .. 
. a Wor 1aJiew.. Sihp,ot:t • says '' einotiorial · ie'a¢'ti6ris ,' rnig~t . 
·•>be,oneway .. to :~ni~:~e p~oblemspace to,:p~rrnit··th~' 
... :de:vel0prn¢nt of-an··erilarge<:i world.view··, sll~k> as·' 
., ' ' 
or. :~:p:ih;itual: Jhc:n;igh.t'f' (J.998,• P· 359) .:, ... ··' 
<•.Ca"ari~ugh::; ';( J.~97): .etnphasi•ze~( ,fJre r~l~ that 
p6Stformal -thiriidng. 
'n.~gQ,tiate i~cr-easingfy campl,ex'.S·OCi'aT;,atji{ ... 
', ', ... '_:tdt·~-~pe·i~6n:a¥'•·.·••·i4;,:i.~bri~~•rit: .. s.·;_,:"'•s~pj e~t-iyifx\: •. ·.P):ci,y·~·.· 
gtea tel \rq:1e•, ·,ip,'',problem;..,•idlviii'g\:. • 'S·u~s"et'tt:vJt:y' 
'.t:611sci~t1S•·., S,_eff.~refe;i:-enc·~, : whi¢h includes.·.· ~6~ ' 
:;, 
·.• ..... 
~-' ,. ' . . 
>. ,i~dicc1t:e~c :t=haf;~}J~se,-two''.{~'%ihr:e (_affeCt 'and'' 
', s~pfec~iVitY)i·. ~-~~:. ~'sp:ec}aJ.lY:···· ~mpdrta11h: tO' th~ 
t:i6i::j;J;1•)i;.e;1it;idfr~.hi'ps: f~ab~µ~1~iit1~i:, .198 o/ ~·, ·• ·.··· 
... •_ .. _ .. ·.•.··.·:'•,·•'·.··.•.• .. _ ... ·.,:.·· ... •·.·.•·····~·.·•·~t;··u:··.·•.:···act
0
·······~-•-··.de;··•d1···:_ tt;silil1~f t~tttt:nt]:0;::r:f t:!:i!;:[;al 
t "" :c~1~n:69-ar~0~.rtelas; '.i986;:·ca.0~riJtgh 
. '.~< 
1994:)~~·•.· .·. ,' 
Bereavemer;i.t 
Bereavement is a complex process that refers to 
all of the physiolbgical, psychological (particularly 
cognition and affect), behavioral, and ~ocial response 
ratter~s ~i:played by an individual followi~g the loss 
pf a p1gn1f1cant person (Hauser, 1983). Grief can 
s.tem from. the disinf~gration of pqcial relationships 
(role loss) in'addition to the sorrow stemming from 
he<loss of the significant person (Hauser, 1983). 
·A woman's identity is often defined through 
i ' 
fntimai:e relationships and c1lr:Ln\i for others. The 
il..oss of her husband can mean losin.g a s .. ense of 1 ' ' 
I . .,· . 
herself, which may intensify grief because it.implies, 
~on1truct~n .of a~•v~d•Qtity [Zalger, 1986). 
I 
I 
.1 
Yourig widows often have growing children to care •. ·• 
for ahd immediate financial 'needs tha.t do. not allow 
I . 
re "luXun" 'of despair; It i.s importaht fo the 
smooth operation .of their, family that they be, able to 
r . :· -
~ope with day to day rieeds. With the stress of 
I . . • J:i>OVerty hanging over some widows' heads, financial 
I .. .· 
rnsidetations can ])lay a part in the grief over the 
I 
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loss of their husbands, whether young, middle aged, or 
older (Zaiger, 1986). 
In addition to worry about the future, women have 
to deal with their own feelings of anger, aggression, 
iguilt, intense yearning, and panic. 
I 
It can take years 
to go through the entire grieving process; perhaps 
ieven a lifetime (Hauser, 1983). 
One of the greatest problems facing the bereaved 
:is loneliness. Social relations undergo a change from 
:a couple-oriented focus to a single frame of 
~eference. Many widows report th~t they disengage from 
I 
~elationships with their married .fiiends now that they 
I 
!aren't a couple themselves anymore ( Zaiger, 198 6; 
I 
I 
' i 
Hauser, 1983). 
' 
To better understand the bereavement process, we 
~ust examine the specific tasks of mourning that a 
I 
I 
~idow confronts on her way to recovery. 
I 
I Tasks of Mourning 
I Worden (1991) suggests that there are four tasks 
I 
~f mourning which the bereaved must work through 
before mourning (or grief work) can be seen as 
! 
fompleted. 
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. . ... · : ·,, rask I:: To ~ccept the re~Iity of ·th~ loss -. it'/.s< 
·. nec~~Saiy ,fo£ th¢ b·ereavJct to accept that th~ person.· 
Jes ~ead,. t\'iat they af~ Jc,rte, ~nci tha\'. t~ey wii not 
: . .· · .. 
return. . Task IT:: To work through 'to. the. pc:t:ip of g:r:ief .• 
. . . . 
,... .the negat,ion · of. this task is n.ot t~. 'feel. < Peopie. 
·. · .. must allo~ .therµs~lves ·. to feel the pain of ·:the ios~; 
· and tq/ ~now that' 'on~ :dai it vJill pc:tss. · Task• .. ,:t1l: To 
a'djl1st to a.n · epviron:ment in which :the. deceased .ts·. · 
· • .iss,in(J ,;L ••tPJ:: .. wido.~s\this means. coming to terms witn •··. 
a;Lon,e;:.: r~i,sing. children alo:~e, ·. facing an empty 
,_ .. :,;,'.\ '.,.-_)'.\.-,·:ti,>··. ;\,-::··_. . . ' .. ·, .. . \ , . . 
emOtion::,:~~:::::::efi~::n::I::e ~nd T:::e 1:: ::th .• 
life :-"" the b~reavetj h~ed to'trans;Eorm the.ir 
elat:i,:onship · wi tri the• dec;easeo. by :finding an 
. appropriate place for t:iie d~~'d in their lives, a;piace 
tasks of mourning is high in ·affect, 
I elativism, and ambiguity, and each demands cognitive 
'.Thus/ wido~s. who<'are: postf orrnal.thinkers 
,' . ' ... .- <·". . ':. ' . ',, , "-.. : ,;· . ,. . . ,. . 
even:conct"ete 
::PoStfori:r\aJ•:wici9ws': gr~ater ::tole,ranc~ for .. 
', mb1;gu1ty, 'a·s WelL as theii::heightened sensiti0ity tb .· 
. :·,. _ _. ··.-:·' 
dohieftu~li re:La):ectness:-ht pi6bJE:!fil~~ woti.Jd seem tO: 
pe~spe,,c~Al:Y ~e1rt-u:1'in l·±r(~:C\~~:irig _1;>~1;eav~m,eht_.· (~egan> 
1~94): ~ ': Tn oth~T 'W<Y.r.'ds, the. fea:tures ,Qi 'Pl?T 'a,re well 
· .. ,' rtlatched to. the bogh:Lti Ve demands of. b~:t~av:Jrnenf. :-: 
· · w~11 ~l3eir1·g •···. · 
.. carol' Ry:l:f (l9~9f 199,6), ,has he.en th,e ;i_eader in\ . 
ct,efiping: t11~: c;ompon~rits., 6f<wei}~being~ .·.·: Jfer ,rE=s.earc~· 
)-. 
,_::_. ·. 
has identified six<"ctim~hsioh$' bf -~e1l:6eihg: se'lf/ 
> -:,-. '1 •• 
act:eptarice:/ pd$i:Ei;v.e r~lat:i(">ris· 'wit:h others, autoh,.omy, . •.···· 
l~vilc'ohm,ent:al·;mastery,:: purp¢s·e' :in,.lj_•fe} :,antf'pers~~l·•· ~-
. growth·~ fhese' cqrnpcmentf_ ci'ef:Lne. the ·.d~veiopm_enta1·.·. :· 
ch~iieng~s .: faded J;>y those su:Eferirig frorn grief:·.·. S~.Jf~ · 
..... apq(3pta.nc~ includes'. the accepta,rice of :one's past: life. 
:. · ... :- . ,. 
:For bereaved women that cart incl~d~ a.Gceptance.Qf fhe 
.·,.·". .. . ·. '· . 
kind ,c>f ,·wii~,- y~~; ~~7; ,to q..ei ,~Usb~nd,> +ather 'than .' 
-tt~m.•,,,::~¥:i.Jit }9:yer things · that. 1:>h~: ,G_anriot 
:cn~~gl :,Q?~ ... <,::1f:Rf::(1ffY;e'.r~taJ,i,~ns W:it:~ o~hers c1re . 
,, , . ·'<; - \.hi mJnt~J. 'health of the 9r;ievlI).g .widow.·.··· 
IllOr~ qoptact sl:le has wffh Ji:ie;nqs and. f~~il:y a's ' _.·· 
· .. •··. ell a~·; h~aith 6are professiofrals, :the' bett~r o'ff:·s·he lili b~ .(i;rin\l thi recov<arY prociis s · ( z ai\l~r, .· 19 8 6; .· 
:,_, 
. :'_'·,~ .... _ -c 
such qualities as self.;...determination, independence, 
and the regulation of behavior from within (Ryff, 
1989), The more autonomous a woman is in the first 
place, the more likely she may be to be able to draw 
on these qualities when the loss of her spouse forces 
her to be independent and self-determined. With 
environmental mastery, a woman is able to choose or 
create environments suitable to her psychic conditions 
(Ryff, 19B9). A grieving widow may, at first, be at a 
iloss as to how to do that. However, with time and a 
i 
i ' . 
:degree of self-awareness, she should be able to adjust 
I 
I 
iher environment in ways that will be beneficial to her 
I 
I lneeds. The belief that there is purpose and meaning 
iin life is surely one of the cognitive attributes that 
I 
· 1 
1 can enable a woman to cope better with the loss of her 
! spouse. Purpose in life includes having a clear 
i 
!comprehension of life's purpose, a sense of 
idirectednesst and intentionality. Eventually, one 
i 
i jwould hope that the grief process would end with the 
!widow able to take up her life alone and carry on with 
such things as personal growth. Personal growth 
includes being open to changing experience. The 
experience of being a wife was one such experience. 
23 
I 
I 
1. 
Goin~ through the grisf process is inother. • At such a 
time as the widow recovers from grief, $he can begin 
to look forward to many new experiences if she doesn't 
cut herself off from the possibility. 
Lihks ~etw~en Postformal Thinking, Well-Being, 
and Recovery from Grief 
Postformal thinking places the tragedy of death 
1 in the context of the relativistic;:, non-absolute 
nature of knowledge. In dealing with the loss of her 
.. . 
most significant relationship, the woman who has 
progressed from a. "dualistic" to a relativistic 
p~r~peqtiv~ understands ~vents contextually. She 
understands that her emotions and the upset of her 
· life · at this .time. are due to .the event of her 
.husband's death and the catastrophic effect of that 
event, arid thus .are mutable, not fixed (her feelings 
1
will _ cha.nge over ti,me and with new experiences) . This 
I 
,.· ,· l\1nderstanding provides a context in which the wi,dow 
i ' 
jean affirm her personal identity even in the face of 
L . 
I 
this personal tragedy, perhaps even because of it. An 
.understcihding of the relativistic nature and 
cc:mtextu?-1' aspects of grief and loss may help widows 
I·• .· 
!by allowing . .appraisal of the complexities and 
I 
I 
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paradoxes inherent in ber.eavement, as well· as the 
choices and optioris open to them (Belenky, Clipchy~ 
' . 
:Goldberger, & Ta~ule, 1986; Rakfeldt, ~ybash, & 
Roodin, 1989). 
Postformal thinking .may also facilitate the 
,:','" '. . ' •:, " ,· '',' ,',· ,,: ·.,. . 
adj ustn\ef:,lt p:i::-~c~s.s during grief by helping the widow 
deal with the contradiction and ambiguity of the loss 
',· ' ;· .. · .. •' ' .. •,, .. 
through the capacity toyiew the death. of her spouse 
as a part of the wholeness of J,.ife. The recovery of a 
' ' . 
person who ·acknowledges .the ambivalence in 
relatiortsfl:ips. even after the loss .. is probably less 
difficU:it.thanrecoveryfor the person who does not· 
i allow ambi valenc. e to extend past 1death. Bereavement I . . . 
studies focused on cognitive coping strategies have 
' . 
found that the abi],.ity .to ackno.wledge ambivalence and 
to.t9lerate contradict()ry and fragmented images of 
the~~ husb~nds, show that widows who do this are able 
to iptegr~te the affirming and distre~sing feelings 
. . , ,. 
they ~xpe:iience (Powers & Wampold, 1994). Hauser 
(1983) states t.hat an important criteria for 
distinguishing neurotic grief from normal grief is the 
ability to cope with ambivalence~ 
25 
Further, even during the crisis of losing a loved 
one, postformal thinking may provide a perspective 
that enables the survivor to use adaptive strategies 
for maintenance and recovery, PFT may help a widow to 
,cope in a situation in which she has no control. 
I 
i 
I 
I jAmbiguity and loss of control in family life are 
: 
linevitable; never more so than when someone dies. 
i 
I 
!Boss (1988) says that because we cannot always control 
jor know precisely what is happening to us, tolerance 
ifor ambiguity is a sign of maturity and good mental 
]health. 
The acceptance of contradiction as a basic aspect 
iof social and physical reality can come into play as a 
i 
l 
i 
:woman deals with the difference between her former 
I 
state as an espoused woman and her cur~ent state as a 
widow, as well as in the difference between her 
feelings of grief and the ongoing positive feelings 
1she has toward the people around her (Hauser, 1983). 
I 
' 
~s a dialectical thinker, she acknowledges that the 
I 
~holeness of life includes the ultimate finality of 
jdeath. The widow must integrate new feelings that 
~ome with losing a loved one into the whole of a 
i 
I [ife's feelings, including how she feels about friends 
26 
A widow 
to whom the atfect1v-e ccmtEmt: of spouse's death 
- --
is continu.ou:s with other- life experience, 
likely more intense and painful. Th11s, a postforrrial 
thihker view;; _the emotions of grief as continuo1,.1s with 
"lesser'' grie.f experiences and so as less .disruptive 
(Blanchard-Fields, 1986) a 
Sometimes the people 9:round a widow_covertly 
1 •• ,'• ' 
!discourage the free expression of affect/ pElrticU:laTly 
grief and anger (Zaiger, 1986) --~- A widow who thinks 
that th.e _emotional and cognitive 
inseparable. Thus, she rnay be 
her emotions,. understanding 
ecessary to feel cind express all of 
.pbwever "unacceptaOl.e" they Iitay see![l (PoWers •,; 
I . - -... __ ---
wampolct, 19941 Rakfeldt,. Rybash, & Rooctin, 1989). 
- Hypotheses 
PFT to predict recovery from grief 
In addition we expected the later age 
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. ,,,_r,,:,_ ·:-,- .- :·•:-''. ' ' . . '_: . :· .. ' . 
\•rv~11t1;x~tng a.s···thE= ',lit~r~tuteshows··· tha.t older women 
recoverl:>~it~r a.n# have a greater sense of well-being 
'YQµnger .wqmeb, presumably because older women 
. . 
feWE=r<irnrnediate competing.problems to deal. with, 
. . . 
as jobs and raising Children (Ha.u.;;er, 1983.; 
PostfortnaT thin'king and age were expected to be 
age increasing the development 
as a person's primary form of 
Recovery from grief and well-being were 
also expected to be correlated; a high score on 
should corre§pond~ith a high score on well-
Design 
CHAPTER TWO 
METHODOLOGY. 
Design, ·subjects,Materials, 
Procedure,· and Analysis 
To ans~er the.que~tion of whether or not 
. . 
postformal thiriking ~el~~ t~ facilitate well-being and 
.: '. . .· , . 
recovery du,ring bereavement among widows a 
multivariate.between~sllbjects quasi-experimental 
design was:,:i'dopted. · ... The· two quasi-independent 
.. . 1.. . •... 
. . . 
. •. ; . 
variables were: 1) th.e status of·. the participants 
regarding the.use ofpostformal thinking and 2) age of 
. I . 
! . " . 
:participartts (40+). Participants were classified as 
postformal .thinkers.or non-postformal thinkers using 
the Social Paradigm Belief Inventory (Kramer, 1992) 
which categorizes a pariicip~nt according to ~hether 
they are an absolute, relativistic, or dialectical 
thinker. The dependent variables were well-being and 
recovery from giief. Well~being was measured by 
I . . 
fRyff's Scale of Psychological Well~Be.ing (1989) which 
I . . . . 
I 
1 gives 6 subscale scores on autonomy, environmental 
mastery, personal growth, positive relations with 
others, purpose iri life, and self-acceptance and a 
29 
global score .for overall well-being. Due to the small 
sample size it was decided to use onTy three of the 
subsets of weiT-being: iutonomy, environmental 
mastery, and positive relations.with others. Recovery 
from grief was measured by The Texas Inventory of 
Grie~ (1977) scaTe, which u~es a 5-point Likert stale, 
'with a high score indicating t~at the widow has 
resolved her grief better than if she has a low score. 
!Subjects· 
Participants were recruited from the general 
population i~ Southern California, from retirement 
homes in the area, and from responses to an 
advertisement placed in a local newspaper. '.I'he number 
of subjects·· in this convenience sample was set at an 
[optimum of 100, . the number calculated using a rule 
!thumb method from Ullman (1996) to provide a :power 
.80 at p=.05. Two hundred seventy-eight sets of 
of 
of 
ftiestionnaires.were distributed with a return of 81. 
I .····. . . ·•· . ·. . .. · 
, rne <set· of quest:ionnaires w.as dropped due to being 
FC>~e tll.an h~lf incomplete~ Data from a largely 
f•UCa~iart, m.i~dle class sample of 80 partiCipants was 
rsed .in the final a11alysis. The subjects ranged in 
• I 
• tge ffom 42 to 93 With a me
3
a
0
ri education level of 
M=14.08 (SD=2.10). To compare education levels with 
prior research the participants were also grouped 
according to an age range and a mean education level 
obtained for each group: Middle age (40-60) M=14.35 
(SD=l.66), Old age (61- 75) M=l4.38 (SD=2.24)~ .and Old 
Old age (75+) M=l3.64 (80~2.09). 
Materials 
The following materials were used in this study: 
one informed consent form (Appendix A), one 
demographic sheet (Appendix B), one debriefing 
statement (Appendix C), Social Paradigm Belief 
Inventory (Appendix D), and The Texas Inventory of 
Grief (Appendix E), and Ryff's Scales of Psychological 
Well-Being (Appendix F). 
The informed consent included the identification 
the researcher, an explanation of the nature and 
purpose of the study and the research method, duration 
research participation, a description of how 
confidentiality and anonymity will be maintained, 
mention of the subjects' right to withdraw their 
participation and their data from the study at any 
time without penalty, information about the reasonably 
foreseeable risks and benefits, the voluntary nature 
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•, .... , ></ 
· .. :()f:h.:.e· ... r ... ·~·: t··· • .. t''cih .···,d wh.P: .. to.·:.cont.a.· .. ct.·.re. gar .. ·.·.d.·:.ing·: , t'cir 1c1pa 1 ·. , >.an · 
. . .. . , ., ~-- . - .. 
. ···•·questions ~bou:t subjec:ti' rikht' or• irijpries. ·•···. 
·. Ferfrc1P:,,t1ts ',/$,;e 'treiit~d acc~,;ding to the' 
~thic,il· ~(andards of the Amek±can Ps,ycholo;icat .. ·• 
.. ·i ./; · .. ··••·· ... ··· . 
· · .. ·. T!re ·· deinbg,c,ipr,{d s/ieet ~Qnta{necL inui tipJ,e, \~}id(¢~ 
.·. qtii~tid~s · r·e~cifcti~~ .~:t'h~:£{11:~; . ag·e··· ··.' ·: edu'catiori i,~:vei.,: < 
.. , . •••.• • . . . . . 1· . 
. · employrn~fit statui)>ifitome ·· l~n~th ,6f :1:iime ·s.ince .. 
. ,,, i ':;:••. /:··: ic . .; < :'. t. . .·. 
·•·· .. spouse'is.deatii;··· ya,u~e·,:cff deakti, .. · anct.·.whether ·qr not. the·.· 
· death ,;as sui;!cten (), an\:~c~t•hg(/ 
·. The debriefi.Iiq stat~m.ep.t inC:lU.ded. the •reason ·for· ... 
'·• ... 1:·r•;., 
. ~onduct,i:r1g': th~' i'e,s~a;ch, th~! way to obtai~ t'lie dehera]>< •.· 
stuctyi · .. an.ct• 
... ' . -~-- ~ ( 
.·.person 
,_, ; < 
the sµbj ect:> had · 
:27~item, · ... foi'c;:;eiil:c.hbice rriegSU:tE;! :.o;E .·· ab,soJ;;ute\P: .. · 
-·'. .' , .. ,. ' . 
. ·• ieli_t± Vt,;u<;, 'J~i d,1.)..:L:ed:icaf'pJf ~(ligID },,-1{~fs / ·•• E1Cli 
con$.:Lsts bf <thr~e statJrttifxfts abou'.t· a part±cu1ii · 
.. s6c~i5~1 :<:foll!aip: ',(e.g.:-,'.::~.: Yoµ·}i~nr19t· know a·'PeiS9n·, 
': :, ,'. f .. ,:, 
\becaµse i getting 
-:~-;. i · .. _ .. . ' , 
• ... l.:,· 
.. ··r.·:· 
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.. ::t-o.: kl}OW .a 
a P~rt,4,c\iJa.r.~ »-l?Y means·. np]t 
.. , .·,_!; >· .. . . .··. :.I, 
~•efting, to kfro~ · him or 
. ' ... : . " 
This is be<::atise a ·.• .. •·. 
. . 
: ~ ee:m~· di f re.rent on what:· .. ··. 
o;:her You lqok ktr. (relativistic 
c6rrip1eie1y(,.·· · This' 
i$.{~e'b .ii. \9hg ~noip'~ lime a pei::son.' s . r~al,, 
.. ,., $elf emer~~'s; ~iiO~irig yo:u ::~r •~ee. wha.t. Iriakes; him: C)r · • 
. /::::::',::- $·::::~::~: •. t:.::.;~i~//::::::P::::.:: t:•5:or~.· .. · 
~'~ifq• vi-ews/ .· .. Sub:, ~<:ts· a;re, given one <poft(e, • .. 
··• fit.)nL,,1><h,iut:e f~siions~, tw}>pain~. folC.• a . 
·r;sponse,· an:ct ~hr~e points t~r ·a··. 
' 
. ' 
, ·. -. l , - ·. . . . . 
re~ponse -. cronbi:lch' s .. aipha co$fficierits 
.. ·. l. ·. . 
C~)I~~ist~n6y ·w~re! co~puted at .6Q for t:he ' 
I 
· ~ 83 ,for t.he felativistic items; and 
for: :the: diale,c:ti·c:aL item~.' 
. . . . . . ; ...... - ·.-, . . ··. .., .. . . . . -· .... -.:.··:I.·.,:·.··· . . ... ·. . .. . . 
.. l'he·'Texa:s lnV.enfory .of .. Grief ,···.deve.10:Reff by 
·/'. ,., :,:. :.:· :; ,_: .. ::: > ·• .J ,_.,> ., •. : . ':: ·. :· .... ·.·.· .. ··:·.·· 
.Fasc::'hihgba\i,er,· Deva:uT, '&. 'Zisook- (1977) is a 26-item 
. ·. ,, .. :· . ··-· . ' . . . . '-, ..... ,i: 
. sdale desi(jd(§d .t•O· measure noJmati'tre and atypj_caT grie;f •. 
>/. 
'. 
·. •. - ' . ·.· .. - . . :· .. . I: ··,·. 
reactiqns .{alpha· CQef,ficientf. 8 9 )~ (e·.~ g ~ r Aft~r my .• 
. : ·'. '." :·· ·.- _· ..... ? .. :··.: :_~-. '.' . . .-.. :: .· .·. . .·:· ·. _:· ·: 
< • • ,-:·1.·, . 
. hti:sband~ s )Jeath.···1•1ost :;i.dter~s:I:, in, my 'tarnily;, fri_ends, 
''./- .· .... ·. r . . 
·ictivities,. ) .. ·· .. ,:lt:t-~o,in\. Likert Sc~le is· 
.; l: :, 
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J 
.. :·1, ... '·, 
+· 
'' :1 
. . I 
hio/h ~~~~~s i~~{;rr~~%~; :~~fo;w~ 
~ • ;,, r 
ber~a.vement )_ - ···: ··::·';·i·:;-J:: .. <l 
1? syd{bA:b~/tt:al. _ 
a .que~tiOrin?i.r~ ,,c9;i'iI'.$iLQk::()i '\i~:. substai~}; 
· autonomy (alpha q9~};~:~1~nt~t83J.~ emt-ironmentar· 
t::::yi::;;~:,~;:t10th:t:i~i:t~~~i!!I:tr:::z 
{aJph~\ co~tffsrent=.Jlktr lif~ '(alpha.: 
-1- ··... - - .· ... ·,· ·-. 
arid sel:E~a?G~ptance <(alpha· 
· toeffic:L~nt=~ 9,p}') Each. subsbai~>has \4 quest.ions· for. 
·. ·. . 1· - . . . •. :_:;.,. . . : . ·- : 
. S: .•.• to.t_: .. ~]_ of. 84 ,qli,est .. io,ns .~ .. (e~qJ-f MY d~cisions are ribf · · ... ·: 
i • 
h~uaJ:Ly'.·ipf*uer1cecfi)}' _ ~hat efetyon¢' else is d~~rig ·)··: --
... i .. 
-Proc~dure . i ·· :: · 
•· - E"a¢,h pa;ficiPa-n ~- was gilen the: m~ter la Ls,• ·. to} b~ > 
I • 
. _. ·. ··: . : .. : .·· ...... ' ··: . -· . ·-·1···.·;,. :. . ·. ,,, .. 
cc;irnpleted' j,n t.heir' "h6rne at tijeir convenience~ The 
h:r::e.e.:Ihea-surei: we~e co1in~e;bJianced for' t:he order of -. 
. -_• .. · ... -" . , i l . - _.- .. • .. ··•. ·•.·. 1 
The pa.:rticipa,nt1•were asked. not<.to 
· ' j lscu~ s · t.he }t~!ijP tii'h <lf he~ 1P~ti~ip;,(It $ • ... ·• . • . 
reatle·rymsil: nse. Are•··•gstrre: us.· cst1'.uo. ··nralc· ... ••• oeeqfuftci~,oe/nn···•_·t· msoda· ·.nedl. was usect>to 
_.. _.. cortelatfo~s ·.·. 
. ht~e;Q. :he . two. . independent +r iable s a~d t~.: . .. 
ependent 'v~r~ables. i A $igniii:J9ance level o( p; !05. 
,, \-. 
- - ! 
- •· - .3/1.' -
:was adopted to conclude statistical significance for 
the results. 
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CHAPTERi THREE ! . 
. RESU~TS 
! 
A factor:- analysis.of the seven variables was 
! 
I 
. . . I 
performed using the Structural Equation Modeling 
\program EQS ~ The hypothesiz~d model is pre;;ented in 
I •· . 
Fi~ure 1, where rectangles 
I 
represent 
I 
I 
variables and the circle reptesents 
• • • • • I 
i 
measured 
a latent variable. 
Postformal thinking and age ~re the independent 
! 
. variables. Recovery from.griefand well-being are.the 
rependent ~ariables. The 
·1 
arrows between the rectanglE'!s I . . . . 
I , 
land the circ,le represent hypd>thesized relationships. 
~sence of an arrow indicate~ no hypothesized 
~elationship. The outside a:drows pointing to recovery 
I . ' ' 
! 
~rom grief and well-being represent the residual 
lffects. Residuals in the c~ntext of Structural I, ' . 
I 
~quation Modeling are residu~l covariances. For each 
1sterisk, a regression coeff~cient and a correlation 
I , . . 
ilias estimated. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of Structu.tal Equation Model 
Postformal PFTl *V2 
Postformal 
· Age 
*Vl 
iE4 
From 
V4 
AU 
V5 
EM 
V6 
PR· v7I 
Means and standard deviations of measured 
1variables used in the second 1 analysis are shown in 
! 
iTable 
I other 
1. They were not substantially different in the 
analyses. 
I 
\Table 1 
I 
I 
:Means and Standard Deviations of Measured Variables 
I 
!Measured variable 
I 
Mean Std.Deviation 
I 
! 
1Age 
! 
I 
!PFT 1 
I 
IPFT 2 
I 
i 
I Recovery 
! 
~utonomy 
I 
i • 
~nvironmental mastery 
i 
bositive relations w/others 
69.29 
0.81 
-0.23 
'3.33 
4.38 
: 4. 71 
5.00 
13.67 
1. 48 
0.58 
0.67 
0.76 
0.93 
0.84 
I 
Three versions of the Structural Equation Model 
j( SEQ) were performed. Table 2 shows the results of 
bostformal thinking and age ~s predictors of recovery 
I 
I 
from grief in all three designs. In the first 
}ersion, the SPBI was coded according to how many 
I 
~bsolute, relativistic, and dialectical answers were 
I 
i 9hosen, then a z-score was obtained for each category. 
38. 
Th~resulting va.riable 
I . . , 
I 
i . 
two vari~bles: PFTl, comparing 
·1 . 
·dialectical thinkirtgtothe bombiriation. of absolute 
· fhiriking and relativistic th}nking, a0-d PFT2, 
i 
I 
comparing absol.ute thinking t::o relativistic thinking 
I . ; ... . - . , .- .-: , . , 
I . 
I 
q.l6ne. These two varia.bles were used .as possible 
predict~rs o:E recovery fr.om ~rief and well-being. A 
1 . 
i 
was performed with the following 
.·' .. . . ! 
results. 
In a good!less-qf-fit Chi-square LX 2 (N=80, 1.0) = 
i 
15.92, p=!lO, CFI=.919], age]was found to predict. I . . . 
recovery from grief, [unst~n~ardized b(N=80)~2.919J. 
neither PFTl, c0mpa1ing diale9tical thinking 
. . . i . 
to the combination 6:E absolu~e and relativistic 
. . . I .· . .•.. . . . . . ·.·. .· 
thinking, nor !?FT~., compar.in<!J absolute thinking- to 
rel~bivist{c thinkingaione ~~s significarit as a I . 
i 
recovery :from grief~ 
. i 
Contrary to.pr~vious fifdings (e.g., Blanchard'"" 
I • 
Cavanaugh, 19917; Kramer, 19H3), there 
. . . 
stformal thinking and 
, , 
age; however;'. there was ,a st9nificant correlation 
between recovery from g:rief :and_ well-being, 
, ,__ , -, - ,','., - - , , , ,·.I . . , ,-
.,,post formal 
from Grief 
and Age Predictqrs of_ Recovery. 
Tndependerit ·Variables• - Recovery. from Gri-ef 
. . I 
(Dialectical vs Rel_1ltivistic & Abs1iute) , 
. . 
(Relati.;istic vs Absolute) 
{Dialecticalvs Rel,ativistic & ,Ab+oiute) 
PFT2A (Relativistic vsl\bsolute) 
AGE 
PFTlB (Dialectical &Relativistic vs ~solute) 
·. . . ,. ·- I 
• I 
PFT2B (Diaiectical vs Relativfatic) 
,AGE 
I 
i 
1.490 
2.919 
- . 012 
2.050 
2. 919 
1.649 
-1. 846 
2.919 
The second analysis provt0ed slightly different 
1
resul ts. For this analysis, I the SPBI was scored by 
I . 
!adding up the numbers of abs6lute, relativistic, and 
I , I , 
bfale6~ical answers for. eachlsubject and choosing the 
40 
·, J', 
. .•. itgh~~t niimP<it, rii~, ~ay•\ ~l••co,;~ of 1,,.2,. O!' 3 
repr.Jsenting ·:k~-~;o.·~;1:#;,'.- :~~latlvistic ·-·or dialed:icai 
:> i'.ii :,:-:;:!' .•.•.•. < _· ,· (: 
.. -... · t,ll~inkirig·:)'.~.e:3p,eptfvely: The hew number scpre var:i,abl,e .-
··.:.(: .. ·.,!.'.::-.t··t .,.',\·.·:: :· .· .· \.:>·;• .. 
was -CO•htrast coded·. iri the :safne ·fashion as th~ st~ge / 
_ ... ·· . ·. ' •... ·-· ...•. :::· :··•·.• .. - ': . . '/ ·1 ... ·.' · .. · ... ·.··. •, .,· ' 
·. ~nd a_ structui:-ai ·. equation•JI1ode1 
. · d~signeci Which :~r;oxided: 'the bo1{•owin~f reS·u1ts .> ·. I ... · ·. . · .
. ··.•·Using !this , rtiJthod of : sdbriri~, the gbddne ss~6:f:-t;Lt .. ·· 
..• , .. Chi~.squaie yi:;:;·ded' [X,2 (N=Ho:;~) ~:~.~;22, :p=~:{2, 
c;:;tr~.~ 9R8J., .Age_' Wq.'S :-fou~.ci. tol Pr~dict. reco~ery. from. 
·r . . .· 
> . . ·•··. .. . . 1. ·. ·. . . . . .·· ... · 
·· fun.standardized b (N=80) ::22. 919]; exactly the . 
. .,... ··' ' . . . . •. . J . . . . . ' . . . . 
I 
"same re.s·ul t fohhd: Using t;.he ~irst method~ However~ 
............ ··-- .. · ...... ···• ·l <. . > 
•thj_s. method Of scoriP,g. · showed. ,t,hat wh.:i.le PF'J:'.lA did riot 
. ,. ·,> . · .. · ,, 1 · 
•·. ~r-ed:i;~t. recovery·· fpom gr:ief'.Jce·~·g:_. .di~iectical. thinking· 
·.. .. . · .. ' . . '' . ·. .I.-. ........ ' ,:.;:-·" .. ' ·. ·,' ' ... ·••.< .. ·,, ...... . 
· ias no:{: different th.an the cfrnbif;lcition .. of ~hsolute ·and 
-·: r~fati'Ji~ti_C ;th:iriki.-ng c8mbih~d) , PFT2,A · (.e ~ .g., the . 
• ·.: .'·· • • I 
. . . , 'dt:~f~r-efhse between . ab~olute·:lncl 
·. ·.:_ .. ::·, , . ·. .· .·::: ·: .. 
· re,lati vistic thinking) 
> ... w:8· .. signiticai-it .cin rredic::tin~ reqovery from gr:Let, 
< I 
.+ 
.[uns_tan<ici~di~ed bJN'.=5~,Q{.~f• o,pf l/_.· 
·.: Again i:hexe jNas no c:otr'tl~tion between p<:;s1:forrnal 
, I • • , ., •':'> •,";, ,'•, ,:.:, .. ,•,\ ,:• 
" ·I . -
I • ' 
a~? a?~; .. h~w:~'ver, ... tf e; correlation between 
from gri~f and J,velltbeing.· was significant,, 
. I 
· •. •. . . I 
'l;>(N;:=8 O) ==2'. 6751 .• 
' ·. . '. . •i:f ··. · .. 
· .. ·. I·· 
: . 
. · • ;·j ·.· .. · 
·· .. 4:IJ 
i 
::ic::ore techniq11,e with contrast ~odirigComparing 
i ',· • . 'i ' '··. .· ' .. ·.· •.· ' ' ' 
effE:)ct of F:>FTlEh the c::ornbiriation of iela,ti v.istic 
thinkin9: <3.dddia.lec:tica:t. thinking to absolute 
. i 
relativistic 
alone, ~s predictors qf 
·.· ,,/.' . '. ' , . .-' : . 
gri,ef arid well"'"bt,ing ~ifh the followiqg resvlts. 
A, gooci11ess~•;-fit Chi-s~uare p.na.lysis. yieJ_ded ·. 
:, ' ,.,,. :-;· '. . ' 
. ·· .. ··• ·,.· .. ·• ... ·,· >< ' < ' ' .... ,,·. ) 
[X 2 (N=80, 8.J =9 .?2rp=~ 32, CFT:=:cJ. 984 J .. Age 
• .,, - I 
I 
Sign if icantin. predicting- recbovery· from, 
' ' 
[unstandardized h(N=BO) ==2. 9191; hoviev:er, 
cornhination o:f .relativistic thinking p.nd 
I 
thinking compared to abs9l,11,t$ thinking no.r 
- . L-
relativistic thinking compare.ct to dialectical. thinking 
I 
'' ' ·. · .. '' '' ·,· '. ·•., ' i ' ' ' 
'rlone Were significant in' pr,dicting •recovery from 
prfef~ Again.there was no c~rrelation between age a.nd 
1 ... ··' .. ' •. '·•··• ' ·.• ' ' ' ' 
rostfqrmal thinking; howeyer·; a sigr\Hicant 
cl····· o;r:relation remaine.d between \r,-ecovery fTom grief 
! . 
. I . . 
well,-,being, {unstandardized l:/(N=80)=2.67$]. 
·. I . .. .• ! 
CHAPTER FOUR 
DISCUSSION 
This study explored the hypothesis that widows who 
are postformal thinkers may be able to transcend the 
I 
grief and inherent problems of bereavement better than 
widows who think in more absolute terms. Widows 
report being torn by conflicting feelings: grief when 
thinking about their husband, joy when interacting 
with other family members or when engaged in pursuits 
of interest, guilt over havi~g any good feelings at 
! 
lall ( Powers & Wompold, 1994) . It was expected that 
bast-formal thinkers' capacity to integrate 
! 
bontradictory thoughts and feelings into one inclusive 
i 
berspective would lead to a ~moother bereavement 
I 
~rocess and facilitate the recovery of well-being in 
ridows. 
Because PFT is characterized 1by affective/cognitive 
I 
' The rationale for this was straightforward: 
lntegration in the processing of life's experiences, 
I 
Tpostformal" widows were expected to experience 
I , 
~ereavement as continuous with "lesser" grief 
i 
~xperiences and so as less dfsruptive. 
I 
I 
43' 
. ' i 
: 
Al'though resu.lts from tjh.is study supp9rt. previous 
·. I 
l 
research s11g9;s~ing that lat~r age is. associated with 
smoother recovery f~om gr.iefi and greater post-· .. . 
·. .· I . .. 
b~rec3:vement.wel1-being,·the ~evelopment ofpostformal 
. . I 
I 
th}nking, at •1eas.t in this study, did not predict the 
' .. i 
same. ! 
! 
·••. .. . . . . . I 
. . . 
• There are several possib~e explanations .for· the 
I 
I 
~esults obt~in~d in this strihy~ First~ a stiuctural 
.-_ : ,. ···. . . · ..· -.. ·._ . I -. 
equation model usually requires a moderate to large 
. - .·. • .... ,_., ·· ... · .... ·. . I 
..... ,;, . .- .. i 
·sample size. This sample si?e·was small owing to the 
' ... ' . . ' . - i 
diff:Lcul ty of studying wi~owb; although a sufficient 
' .· . 1 
sample of widows was locat.ed I and agreed to 
I . . . 
participate, the actual numbEj!r of completed 
i 
questionnaires was a .small f¾action of the total 
, •• , ': <" 
. . J 
.ec.ruited. This.may be due·in·part to painful i . 
motions 
. omplete 
. surfacing as. a resu~ t of attempting to . . 
... ·., . . . . . :· . . . ... , . •·. ... ' .. 
the questionnaires. ! Many of our participants, 
I . 
' i ray have simply stopped befo.rie.completion,. perhaps 
keeling un~ble to cope ~ith Jhe r~surgence of those 
·. \- . . ... ·.. . . . . . l . . 
. rmotions. A larger sample might have yielded 
. riffe,rent results. Second, yme elapsed between a 
· i::~::~:u:::t~/:d v:::::::i] ::: ::::::::~a:::s t:a:he 
. . . . . . j 
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i difficulty of finding enough bereaved participants 
!regardless of time since bereavement. The length of 
time between the death of her husband and the widow's 
jparticipation in this study ranged from one year to 
forty-nine years. In other work, it has been 
rdemonstrated that time since bereavement has an effect 
ron widows' recovery (Zaiger,' 1986; Hauser, 1983). 
I 
\Perhaps the impact of postformal thinking on recovery 
i 
is mediated by bereavement duration. Third, while 
sample size and bereavement duration undoubtedly 
contributed to these unexpected results, problems with 
measurement may be chiefly at fault. When the study 
:was initiated, there was only one measure designed 
! 
I 
!specifically for assessing PFT available (Sinnott, 
I 
I 
1 998) and it had so many validity problems that it was 
rejected. The other measures available (Kitchener & 
King, 1981; Commons et al., 1982; Kramer, 1992) were 
I 
:not specifically designed to, comprehensively assess 
IPFT as a whole construct. Rather, they measure 
I 
!specific features of PFT, such as reflective judgment, 
i 
I 
I 
retasystematic 
lin the measure 
operations, or dialectical thinking, as 
(Kramer, 1992) used here. 
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I 
A significant problem ih the measurement of PFT 
is the challenge to represen~ three agreed-on features 
I 
of PFT: 1) relativistic, non~absolute thinking, 2) an 
i 
ability to integrate emotion, and cognition, and 3) a 
I 
dialectical tolerance for ambiguity and contradiction. 
I 
-i 
The Social Belief Paradigm rhventory (SPBI) is 
i 
designed to show the differehce between an absolute 
thinker; a relativistic thin~er, and a dialectical 
thinker on these three dimen~ions, each representing a 
' i 
step in progress toward full~scale PFT. The results 
of this study show that manyl of the participants fell 
' I between relativism and dialefticism. An improved 
I 
measure of PFT account for such incremental changes in 
i 
I 
! 
1
cognitive perspective. Relafivistic thinking is a 
part of PFT as is dialectical thinking; a person could 
fall between the two and still be considered a 
I 
I 
postformal thinker. 
This study points to the ~eed for a good, reliable 
I 
I 
measure of PFT. On the horizbn is one new possibility, 
I 
' 
a measure that takes a different approach. The 
I 
Preformal, Formal, or Po~tfotmal-Relativistic Thinking 
Test (PFPR) (Worthen, 2000) }oaks at the difference in 
a person's thinking quantitatively with a multiple-
' I 
I 
' 46, 
I 
I 
I 
-! _-
· I 
-- - I -
, l 
- . l 
. . . . : 
. _· .. _·.. . · .. _·._ -: ,· .->:·· 
-a·.person as-
...... · .. · · .... 
choicequestionhair~ that-categorizes 
-- 'i -- > ---
This \~s1::,~ai--• , • , • , .• . ·I ,, • •• J?reforma.l, formal, 'or. postfofmal. . . . . . . . 
- -. - - - I -
_,-
unavailable for use at th.e tiime of this study; , ,,: 
- - -_--- -__ - -- - [ __ . __ - - --
- - - • -_ - -- ' - -I_ :- : -.-- - --
-•- however~ -it: is possible that! a: similar study using the 
•. • : : . . I '. • 
.· : ... 1 .. 
PFPR might >ret,urn .different results. --
- - -- - - - J - •••. _- - - . 
·Finally, _other psychosocikI factors a:re'involved in 
the· bere~vement ~r6ceJs. -••  __ Th~ ,circumgt-ari~es qf th~ _-- -_---·. --
. -~ r - - - - - ·-
- --- - - - -- .. -l- - - - - - .. -. -- .. - , .. _ ---:- --
death of their spouse, -_the wlldqw' s' own biopsychosqc:ial . 
• -: _-_ -- -- -- --__ < < - - • < ! . : -_ ---.- ---- ' . : '.< . 
-attributes, and -- the support :pet.work -available_; _to _her 
ar:e al:sO important cio;ponent~ of r:ecovery • ctJring --- -
.. I- . -
b~re~vemen~. - __ -__ Ev~h the age of t:h~ widow can be a 
- . - - - -- - -----. . -· .. , r 
{ha•,~.: y~~nger. widow~ •': fact bi, -- a::; :-evidence_ tnci~cate~ 
• '· •• ! ••• ,., • • :·- •• ,:,. • 
. . .· ::- .· . I 
su-ff~; more __ ·_ neg~tivE§• physical and mental health'> --
. . ·1 : ..... ' . . .. -,· 
consequences tha:~ do 
Utis -study -coA;ir{Iled 
. . :· i · .. :., .. ' ... , :·.' 
cider widbw~~ ·_ ~he -r~s:ult_/$. bf•--
- -I -
p,revim1i 1:e,search,:sh9w:i:-rt~- t_hat 
a;ge · did' predict · irnptoved rect~iry -__ fr6rrl.:•~r.fef;:. '-' -
- -. ,: r -_ < . _ _. -..-:.: -·.,.- f' .::_.- _-. ___ --:::- :• -_ -• ---- -•--
In addition, research ·S;1\1g9,'el3ts that the 'use 6f/ 
- specifiq- cognitive-behay;i9rc1t ··~oping s~ra~e~ie~ 6ih: ~e 
-- - ' - : -_-- -- ii-. - -_ --- .• _,- ' --, > i .- ; : ; 
- effective in ntediating the :s~ress 8.ue to· ci~vastatl.rig __ 
loss (Po~ers & Warrtpold,1994FHause~,. 19H3)~-----
I - -
In :the future,- a stU:dy-chonducted on.wid9ws usi~g 
. . . 1 . . . 
- - - - --; - . -- - - ,·•- - -
the -PFPR and limiting length I of time since bereavettrent -
• . . I . • • •. • , 
to a_ standaxd number_ b_f· year$ cotlld yield corisidera:b1i -
.+ 4) i-_ 
J l -- -
-•-I- -.: -
i . . 
·, j 
L 
··. 1 . ·.. . . / . < '·· • ,· :..:':· ., 
... ,· .. ·.····f .. · ' ' . ·•·, 
different results and co~:f:il'.'r · :the ,i1ypotheses. ·Tt 
. would. be. interesting as welllt.o ·d6 a st~dy. comparing 
widows with widowers under t, e same conditions. 
I 
Existing literature .~oes ~9\:j s!)ow any. studies o{/ 
·in this, lbon-text.~·. 
. .. ,··. ·-- .. : 
wi~o~s nor.~ido~e~s l • ... 
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1 The study in which you are about to participate 
\is designed to test the relationship between 
\postformal thinking and recovery from grief during 
I 
\bereavement, as well as to get a measurement of your 
\overall well-being. It is being conducted by Sharon 
randers, a graduate student at California State 
pniversity, San Bernardino, under the direction of Dr. 
I 
roanna Worthley (909-880-5595). The Department of 
I fsychology Institutional Review Board of California 
State University, San Bernardino, has approved this 
I 
~tudy. 
I 
\ In this study you will be asked to answer a 
qruestionnaire regarding your bereavement process. You 
Will also be asked to answer a questionnaire on 
Jspects of your well-being. Finally, you will also be 
Asked to answer a questionnaire on your beliefs about 
I people and the world. It should take approximately 60 
~inutes to complete the study. This study can be done 
~n your own home and you may take all the time you 
~eed to answer the questions in the questionnaires. 
P11lease take breaks during the· time that you are taking 
i~ to avoid fatigue. It will not be timed. 
I 
I 
I 
1 Be assured that any information you provide will 
b~ held to be completely anonymous by the researcher. 
At no time will your name be reported along with your 
r~sponses. You are free to not answer any questions 
y$u would prefer not to answer. 
I 
I 
Please understand that your participation in this 
rJsearch is totally voluntary and you are free to 
withdraw at any time during this study without penalty 
arid to remove any data that you may have contributed. 
I ' If at any time in this study you should feel the 
ne\ed to talk to someone please feel free to contact 
th~ CSUSB Counseling Center (909-880-5569). 
I 
Al~o, the Riverside Hospice provides grief counseling 
(9p9-274-0710) 
i 
\ I acknowledge that I have been informed of, and 
1 
un1erstand, the nature and purpose of this study, and 
! 
I 
!I 
I 
Ii 
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I freely consent to participate. I acknowledge that I 
am at least 18 years 0£ age. 
D Please check here to indicate consent. 
Date / / 
-- -- --
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APPENDlX B 
DEMOGRAPHIC FORM 
52 
Please select one option. 
1. Your present age 
2. Ethnicity 
Asian Caucasian 
Black 
Hispanic 
American Indian 
Other 
3. 
--, 
Education Level 
Grade School 
Associates Degree 
Masters Degree 
Other 
3. Employment Status 
Not presently employed 
Student ! 
Homemaker 
High School 
Bachelors Degree 
Ph.D. 
Part Time (less than 30 hours per week) 
Full-Time (great~i than 30 hours per week) 
4 • 
Retired 
. Income Level 
0 ,;_ $20,000 
~40,001 - $~0,000 
$80,001 - $100,000: 
$20,001 - $40~000 
$60,001 - $80,000 
$100.001 + 
. What was the date df your husband's death? 
. What was._ the cause of his death? 
. Was the death Suddenl Anticipated 
53: 
APPENDIX C 
DEBRIEFING STATEMENT 
54. 
Thank you for comp~eting the bereavement, 
belief~, and well-being[questionnaires. We are 
duly aware that grieving is a painful and 
sensitive process. Beep.use of this knowledge we 
are evei so grateful thkt you took the time to 
recall this time in you~ life. Grieving the loss 
of a loved .one results ~n varied dimensions, 
symptoms, duration, and consequences and is a 
necessary, but painful 9nd complex process. With 
greater knowledge of gr~ef and recovery and the 
possible connection to bostformal thinking we 
will be better equipped: to assess and further 
understand and facilitate the grieving process of 
those bereaved. I · 
I 
Participation in the study could.bring up 
past mourning and engender stress. If in the 
course of the study you! felt any stress 
. I 
associated with the stu~y you are endouraged to 
contact the CSUSB Commupity Counseling Center at 
(909) 880-5569. In addition to the counseling 
center, the Riverside Hospice provides grief 
counseling at (909) 274t0710w 
i 
We anticipate the +esults of this study will 
be available after June 2001. Please contact·us 
after this time if you ~ould like a copy of the 
group results. ! · 
r 
If you have any quistions or concerns about· 
your participation in tte study, please contact 
I . 
Dr. Joanna Worthley at :(909) 880-5595. 
Sincerely, 
Sharon Sanders, project[director 
i 
Joanna Worthley, Ph.D. 
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56 
This questionnaire is about how people think about 
people, relationships, and social institutions. There 
are no right or wrong answers - we are just interested 
in the ideas you have about human nature. 
Read each item and choose the statement (that is 'a', 
l'b', or 'c') that best represents your view on the 
1topic. Then circle the lett~r corresponding to that 
'statement. If none of the statements is exactly like 
your own thoughts, choose the one that comes closest -
only circle one answer. If you agree with one part of 
I ' ;the statement, but not the other part, base your 
answer on the second part (the part that states "this 
is because") . 
1. a. You cannot know a pers~n completely. This is 
because getting to know a person in a particular 
way means not getting to know him or her in some 
other way. 
b. You cannot know a person completely. This is 
because a person seems different all the time 
depending on what part of him or her you look at. 
c. You can know a person completely. This is 
because after a long enough time a person's real 
self emerges, allowing you to see what makes him 
or her tick . 
. a. There are absolute moral principles. This is 
because some behaviors are universally wrong 
(i.e., wrong everywhere) and there is no 
justification for going:against them. 
b. There are non-absolute moral principles. This is 
because we each form a $et of consistent rules to 
guide our lives, which make the most sense in 
terms of our overall life goals. 
c. There are no absolute moral principles. This is 
because morality is per$onal, and people have 
different ideas about what morality is. 
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i 
• a. Our couptry geneially doe:;; what -is right. -:rhis 
is be¢ause we ha~e moraf ii:nperative on our si•<;ie 
- • when we make_ political: ~nd. economic -decis-ions .. 
.. . . ' ,.. , ,·,1 
b._ our country s~tnetimes dbes not do ~hat is fight. 
This isibecausequestiohableactions are 
sometimes necessary_ to -~ring -- about needed --
results~_ I - -
i . : 
I - -
C. Our country can try to hci wh~t is right> . Tb.i-S is 
because.when pririciplei]a~d reality coriflict,-"_~e 
- can redefine them in exploring solutions which 
. -- _. - - - -, I • . - --
tak.e both into account,j but are not peFf.~_c,t ... 
- i 
.. · ·. . - ._ .-_ I - . - - - -. - - -4. a. -Dissension is. not neceE1sar1ly dangerous. This is _ 
_ because you can never s~y_ for- sure t'.hat giving in 
to dissenters will caus~ prol::>lems late_t because 
- life. is :unpre.dictab:Le -1-_ - - -
- - - ·- ., .. - •I -
b. Dissension_ is a dangerous thing. -This fs because 
I • 
. surrendering to dissent~rs ,places - you at the 
mercy .o-f anyone who wants to impose r,i:is or -her 
ideas' Ort• society. 
C. e!~s~:!;~:sitt:e~=a~~~~b:!~:iil~h~!ui!i:h~ause if-
- - , ' - - - - -_ I --- - - - - . - - - -destroy yourself in theJ process and become _ 
inhuman. - -- - J ------ __ ---- : , _ ,·.- -- -__ --_-- -... __ . -• -- - .· _-
• a. Fi:me of ·mind sks the -~ta_ge for whet)ler you •_ca;.·._• 
work with someone. _- Thi:s is b_ecause. if. you like • ; 
someone and ~xp~ct to wpJ:'k ~ell with him 9r ~er --
you probably will~- but· 11f you have _a bad attitude 
. you may not. - - - ,i ____ _ - -- ----- - - -- -- · -
b. It's diffictilt to tell_ khat influences wheth~r; _--
·- Y0'-1 can work with someohe. Th.is is bec~use 
. f~eiing;:unco~f;~rtable w~ th_a new _person can 
g~nera~7 a viCiOU~ .cyclr of feelings l::>etween. you,, 
w1tli neither krtowlng horthese came, abo~t .. --.- · 
C. Pe·rsonali ty determines :!,Jhether you can work_ with 
someonf~ ' This :is becaube there are certaintypes ' 
: of i::i~isonaliti€!$ which ·~pe innatel~ c0mp~tible . 
1 -
i 
I .-
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- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
and you know irirrnediatelt whether you can work 
with such a person . 
. a. Change is unnatural. This is because people need 
traditional values in o:tder to correct society's 
problems and deviating from such values would be 
destructive. 
b. Change is natural.· This is because nothing lasts I . . . . . . . . . 
forever and each new generation brings its own 
changes. 
c. Change is natural. 
always be problems, 
dramatically change 
I 
i 
This is because there will 
who~e solutions may 
old/ways of thinking. 
I 
. a. You can't know immediat1ely whether you' 11 end up 
liking someone. This i~ because feelings 
I 
constantly change, evolye, and take different 
forms as you get to kno~ the person. 
i 
! 
b. You can know immediately whether you' 11 end up 
liking someone. This is because there are 
certain types of peopleiyou don't like, who are 
not compatible with you; and you can sense this 
• . I 
upon first meeting. 
c. You can't know immediately whether you' 11 end up 
liking someone. This.is because you may like or 
not like a person depen&ing on characteristics of 
· th.e person you see at a~y given moment, which· 
irifluences. your view ofihim or her. 
i 
a~ln a war, both sides have valid points of view. 
~his. is because each side sees different ijspects 
of the problem and thus reaches different 
conclusions. 
b. In a war, there is usuaily a right side and a 
I . . .. 
wrong side. This is beq:ause if both sides 
disagree, logically thet couldn'.t both be xtght. 
i 
c. In a war, both sides codtribute to the problem. 
This is because they beJong to the same world and 
i 
I 
; 
i 
I 
! 
are part ¢f the problem$ that exist in _that 
world.. 1 I 
9. a. There can never b~ a pJrfect ~ociety. ~his is 
because everyone has a different conception of 
I . . . . . 
what such a society would be like, and there can 
. . . I . . .. 
·never be enoughconsens.lf-s on what to work toward. 
. . .· . I, . . ... ·.. . ·. 
b. There may someday be a ~er.feet society. 'l'llis is 
because with the develotment of techno~ogy and 
the social sciences. we Should beable.to rid the· 
world of its medical, ~Jycho'i'ogical and economic 
problems. 
·1. 
I 
• I 
i 
.I 
c. There can never be a pe¾fect society. This is 
because every feature o¾ a society ~arries with . 
. it advantages and disadtantages, so that no 
. society has onli good p~ints~ · .· · . 
. . . . . i ·. . 
10.a.There is a right person;for everyone. This is 
because some people just belong together sirice 
they have the same typelof personality and as a 
result are perfectly-coipatible. 
. . I . . . . 
b. There is no one :tight person for anyone. This is 
. • . -; ·. i . . . . • ,. . . . 
because relationships fqrm on the.basis of who's 
there at the time, whetli.er these peqple want a 
r~lationship, and can m4ke it work. 
I 
c. There is no one right pJrson for anyone~ This is 
because characteristics !you find attractive will 
also seem unattractive ~n some ways. 
I 
1.a.Beauty is sqmething objdctive. This is.because· . 
some features of a persdn' s looks a.te conside.red. •, 
· aesthetically pleasing, iwi th people agreeing on 
what these features are 1and who possesses them. 
• • I 
b. Beauty is something subjlective. . This is because . 
how you look at someone ,j such as· through the eyes. 
of love, influences wh~dher yoµ find him or her 
. beautiful~ i 
l 
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. ' ' 
C. Beauty is not something obJ ective; It is' not a 
thing, but a process which grows, evolves, and 
becomes deeper as a .rel~tionship unfolds. 
' ' ' ' ' i 
2;a.Men and women periodically change~ This is 
because peop1e seek· change and growth and express· 
more parts of tl"J.emselve~ as _they get older. ' 
b. Men and women are not.1ikelytochange .. This is 
because it is in the nature of things. tha:tpeople 
· are content with tbe. way things are,. so men will 
continue to perform SomEk roles, and women others. 
I 
' ' ! 
c. Men and women constantly change. This is because 
p~ople are always changing and trying. out 
. . . I . . . . < · .. 
whatever new roles happen to be, facing thern at 
the time, .and there is ilio real order. to this 
process. 
-!. . . ·. ' ' . ' 3. a. People are essentially q:,ontradictory. This is 
because people are simply full of contradiGtiorrs 
in how they act~ and we I cannot hope to understand 
these contradictions, no matter- how hard we try. 
I 
. I 
b. People are not essentially contradictory. This 
i.s because you see. conttadictions in another's 
actions only if you are] thinking_ in a: faulty 
manner, or·in other wor~s, if you aremaking an 
error .. 
c. People are essentially d:onfradic::tory. . This is 
because.people. aFe alwayschanging a:nd.becoming 
someone new, 'which contfadicts the old self. 
I 
4.a.F~rsonality may or may not.be molded in 
childhood. This is beca:useit is continua1ly 
influenced by the envir~nment,, but also ', ,· 
influences it, so we ca1'i: sa:y for sur~where 
· personality comes from. 1 
b ~ Personality is molded irt childhood. 
because it is influence4 by one's parents, peers, 
teachers, etc~, and once it is :fbrmed ,intbis 
way, it is set., 
c. Personality is not mold~d in childhood. This is 
because it continually changes to fit the 
immediate environment, .:)..n order to adapt and 
obtain what is needed tb get ~long in life. 
i 
I 
' . 
5.a.It is' difficult to predtct whether a marriage 
will last. This is beca~se marriage depends on 
the active commitment of the partners, _and if the 
commitment is there, existing differences can be 
appreciated and worked ~ut. 
b. _It is possible to predi!t whethe:i; a marriage will 
last. This is because marriage involves £indin~ 
the right person, and 0~en two people who are 
right for each other, it should be a sucbess. 
I 
I 
c. It is not possible to Pfedict whether a marriage 
will last. This is bec~use the selection of a 
spouse and the success of a marriage has a lot to 
do with factors beyond your control~ 
i 
6.a.A problem in the familyjor an organization can 
usually be traced to on~ person. This is because 
that person, for whateV~r reason, has problems 
I 
which lead to problems with the other people, 
• . • • ! 
causing contention .~n t~e group. 
' ! ' 
I 
I 
b. A problem in the family!or an organization cannot 
usually be traced to one person. Thi~ is b~cause 
when problems arise in the functioning of the 
group, this changes how 1persons act and interact. 
I 
c. A problem in the family!or an organization is 
usually a question of pJint of view. This is 
because looking at the. $ame group, some people 
will see a problem and ~thers will not, depending 
on how they look at the sit~ationa 
I 
7.a.There should be tough, ~andatory sentences for I .. , . 
c~rtain crimes. This i~ because society is 
obligated to discourage!such actions in order to 
make life safe for its ditizens. 
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I 
I 
! 
b .. There should be no mandhtory sentences for any 
crimes. This is becaus~ every case is .. different 
and each has to be evalyated on its own. 
- ·,,' ,: . -· !·. ·_:_ ' •' -_ :· .::_:·_._,._.· .. ·.- _: 
C. There can be mandatory /3ente.nces f()Y- crimes 
this will create still ~e~probl~ms~ This ~s 
because in order to have a crime-'free society, 
something else, such asJpe.tsonal ·· liberty, is 
sacrificed. ··· ·· · 
i .. _ _, ,' . 
. a.People should never be allowed td act deyiantly. 
This.is because norms of behavior are good for 
I 
society and must be respected·if weare to haVe 
order. l 
' b. People ~hould be allowe4 to act deviantly under. 
some circumstances. ThiJs is because rules are 
useful guides, but only iwhen used flexibly; you 
have to consider -the spe\cif.ics of the 51ituation 
and try to fit the ~ule to it. 
. I 
c. People should be alloweJ to act deviantly under 
some circumstances. Thi 1s is because you can't 
judge anotheT' s action~ unless you know a.bout 
his or her home life, edhcation, phi1osophy; 
etc., and how he or she baw .the si tuatiorr at the 
time. 
I 
a~You cannot predict how al child will turn oui. 
This is becau~e each perion copes differently 
with many life experienc::~s,· and how he or she 
. . I 
molds hia or her personality and life will 
reflect this creative pr0cess . 
• I 
b. You can predict how a 
is because parents who 
rules in raising their 
that they will grow up 
adults. 
! 
child will turn out. This 
f<))llow a certain set of· 
children can be certain 
I • • 
tq be well-adjusted 
c. You cannot predict how a child will .turn out. 
This is because li.fe is unpredictable and <thus 
there·is no way for a pa:dent to be sure of the 
consequences of his or h~r decisions. 
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; 
I 
\· .• .. · ·. 
20,a.When somebody is.not dotng a g~od job, he ;r. she 
can change. ~his_is befause all that is needed 
to do a good Job is to wut your bea~t irit6 it ~nd 
then you can d6 just ab~ut anything.· 
\ 
b. When someone is not doi~g a good job, this can be 
~hanged. This is becati~e he or she probably has 
a related strength whictj is not being utiiized. · 
\ 
I 
c. When someone is not dong\ a good j ol) it is 
· unlikely that he or she \will change~ This is 
_ because people stay esse\ritially the. same and 
either have th~ ability ~o do_ the job or lack it. 
! . . . 
l 
·1.a.Solving problems require~ realizing that there is 
no right solutibn. This[is because there are 
many different sides of ~ pr'oblem and depends on 
what you l.ook at,·a goodidecision-makerneeds to. 
recognize· that the.re ar:e I different solutions. 
. _.· . . ·. ·_. . . I 
. . : . . . . ' .. · ·. ! · .. · ·. . ' 
b. Problem solving .is a que$tion of devel.oping new 
perspectives. This is b~cause a good decision~ 
_maker is able to see manf sides of a: problem artd 
encourage a dialogue in which everyone w:Lll be ... 
heard and will contributJ to each other's' 
thinking. _. ·• , \ ·_ 
-c. Solving problems_ r~quires\ quickly coming up· with 
the best soluticin. This ~s because t~at is a 
. , . . I . 
correct way of doing· thin\gs, and a good decision--
maker, recognizing the, d~ci.sively wastes no time 
putting it into action.' .· \ 
' ' ' ' ' i ' 
22.a The•most powerful countribs do not have the right 
to use their power~ This\ is because what one 
country views as right and jµst, another may see 
as unfair ahd upjµst.' \ 
·. .• I 
b~ The most powerful cotintri+s have the iight to use 
thei~ power~. This is bec1use the work operates 
by survival of the fittestj: and if t:he strong do 
riot maintain their power their existenceis 
threatened. 1 · 
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c. The most powerfui countf ies do not have the right 
to use their power. This is because we're all 
, . . I 
interrelated and will s.:j_nk or swim together, so 
countries have got to be understanding _and 
! , 
cooperative. ! 
I . 
3.a.Criminals fit into one category. This is because 
certain kinds of peoplelare,born with the 
I 
personality for crimina+ behavior:- a:hd are not 
likely to chang~. · 
! 
b. Criminals don't fit into a particular category. 
I 
This is because no two people are exactly alike 
or act in the same way for exactly t_he same I . 
reason. 
, , ! 
c. Criminals are essential+Y like other people. 
This is because they, like others, go through 
different phases in their lives, taking on new 
I 
role_s and developing new priori ties. 
I 
i 4.a.Change comes neither from the inside nor the 
, ·-. I 
outside. It comes from tjn_interaction of natural 
changes the person goes 1through with changes in 
the environment, and hoJ these changes ~re seen I . . .. 
by the person. i 
' 
b. Change comes from the ihside.. It comes-· from a 
I •. ·_ . 
change of outlook on th~ngs; no matter what 
happens on the outside xou can always alter your 
view of things and you wiil be different. 
, . ' I ,. 
c. Change comes from the otitside. It is for the 
most part forced on us ~y job changes, financial 
circumstances, a spouse ,1 and the like. 
! , , 
5.a.There is no right or wrqng in a disagreement. 
This is because everybody will have a diffetent 
opinion on the matter arid there is no way to say 
that one is right and t~e other wr6ng~ 
, ! 
b. There is usually a 
This is because it 
be right if people 
illogical. 
righ~ side to a disagreement~ 
is impossible for two sides to 
disag!:ree - this would be 
! 
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c. There is no one side to (a disagreement. 
because imposing your or,inion on another 
everyone involved, including yourself . 
This is 
affects 
. a.Some countries are very /much alike. This is 
b8cause a.shared ideology transcends the existing 
. differences among count:rries, eve.n. though the 
differences are irnportaqt too. 
,! . 
b. No two countries are alike. This is because 
every country operates Jnder differing 
circumstances, even those sharing the same 
political system. 
I 
I 
c. Some countries are indistinguishable. This is. 
bedause the essence of 4 given political system 
is the same no matter wnere it is •. 
7.a.A person's behavior is generall:y consistent. 
This is because each pe:tson works to make sense 
of him or herself and a¢:ts in a manner consistent 
with this image; inconsistencies that arise are· 
used to develop this sense of self further . 
. I 
b. A person's behavior is ~asically incons~stent. 
This is because each person is a unique, random 
mix of behaviors, so thkt he or she can be 
generous one moment andi stingy the next. 
i 
c. A· person's behavior is :pasically consistent. 
This is because certaini types rif behaviors are 
always together, so that a person wouldn't be 
. - . . . I , , . . 
generous one moment and! stingy the next. I . 
I 
i 
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Part I:. Pas Behavior 
.hink back to the time your h/usband died and answer 
fll of these items about yourl feelings and actions at 
that time by ~ndicating whet~er each item is 
I... . · · .·. . . I fompletely true, Mostly True,i Both True and False, 
rostly False, or Completely f1alse as it applied to you 
after your husband died. Ple!ase circle the answer 
}hat best fits how you felt. f 
I ; 
1 • After my husband died, I l¢und it hard to get along 
with certain people. ' 
Completely Mostly True i& 
•. ·• I True 
1 
True 
2 
Fa.l5ie 
3 ! 
I 
Mostly 
False 
4 
Completely 
False 
5 
2. I found it hard to work well after my husband died. 
Completely Mostly True ; & Mostly Completely 
True 
1 
True 
2 
False False· 
4 5 
3. After my husband's death Ii lost interest in 
family, friends, and outsibe activities. 
my 
Completely Mostly True j & Mostly 
True True Fal~e False 
I 
1 2 3 ! 4 
Completely 
False 
5 
4. I felt a need to do 
wanted to db. 
Completely . Mostly 
things; that the deceased.had 
True 
1 
True. 
2 
! 
True/& 
False 
3/ 
i 
I 
Mostly 
False 
4 
.Completely 
False 
5 
5. I couldn't keep up with my normal activities for the 
first 3 months after my hdsband died. 
Completely Mostly True; & · Mostly 
. True True Fal.se False 
1 2 3i 4 
6 .. I was angry my husband had left 
I 
Completely Mostly True! & 
True 
1 
True 
2 
• False 
3' 
I 
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! 
me. 
Mostly 
False 
4 
Completely 
False 
5 
Completely 
False 
5 
i 
I 
I found it 
Completely 
True 
i 
hard to sleep ajter my husband died. 
Mostly True !& Mostly Completely 
True Fals 1e False False 
1 2 3 I 4 5 
Part II: Pr~s~nt Feelings 
I . I Now answer all of the follow~ng items by checking _how 
~ou presently feeL about your! husband's death. Do not 
I I 
look back at Part I. 1 
1 • I still want to cry when I: think of my 
3. 
4. 
Completely Mostly ~rue j& Mostly 
True 
1 
True 
2 
Fal~e False 
3 I 4 
I 
I . 
I still get upset when I think 
. I 
Completely Mostly True : & 
True True False 
1 2 3 ! 
I 
about my 
Mostly 
False 
4 
I cannot· accept my husband(s death. 
Completely Mostly True & Mostly 
True True False False f. 
1 2 31 4 
• I 
Sometimes I _very much missj my husband. 
Completely Mostly True!& Mostly 
True True Fal~e False 
1 2 3i 4 
I 
husband. 
Completely 
False 
5 
husband. 
Completely 
False 
5 
Completely 
False 
5 
Completely 
False 
5 
5. Even now ~t's still pa~nfJl to r.ecall memories of my 
hUsba,nct. 
Co:mpJ.etely Mostly 
True 
1 
True 
2 
6. I am preoccupied with 
my husband. 
Completely Mostly 
true 
1 
True 
2 
! True1 & 
F~lse 
3! 
I 
I 
thoughts 
I 
True; & 
Fal~e 
31 
! 
! 
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I 
Mostly 
False 
4 
Completely 
Fa.lse 
5 
(often think) about 
Mostly 
False 
4 
Completely 
False 
5 
.[ 
,i 
I 
'i 
,1 
l 
I 
. I hide my tears when I thi~k 
, I , 
Completely , , Mostly True l& ,' 
, True True Fals,e 
1 2 ' 3 
about,, my husband. , 
Mostly Complete,ly 
False False , , 
4 5 
''• No, one will ever take the place in my life of my 
hu~band. ! 
, Completely , ,, Mostly · True j& 
, True True ,, Falste 
, , I 
1 2 3 j, 
i 
' .,,,, '' ' ', .•'. ' ' : ' 
• I can't avoid thinking about· 
. Cci~pleteiy Mostly True I& 
. True ... , True .··· .. Fal,e 
·, 1 . . 2 ,. . 3 i 
Mostly 
·. False 
4 
my husband . 
Mostly 
False 
4 
cOmpletely 
False· 
5 
Completely 
False 
,5 
0~ i fe~l itfs unfair 
Completely · · Mostly 
I 
that n{y husband died. 
True· True 
. ·1 2 
. I 
True & 
Fal e 
3 
Mostly 
False 
·4 
Completely•· 
False 
5 
··l. Things arid 
husband. 
peo. P.le a~orind e 
I 
still'remihd me of my 
Completely 
True 
l 
Mostly 
True 
2 
True!& 
False 
3 
2;r am unable to accept th1 
Completely Mostly True I & 
.True True. Fals.e 
l 2 ,31 
I 
Mostly 
False 
4 
death of my 
Mostly 
False 
4 
3. At times I feel·tne 
Completely Mostly 
Trµe 
1 
True 
2 
.needjto 
True&. 
Fal e 
3 
cry for my 
Mostly 
False 
4 
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Completely 
. False 
5 
husband. 
Comp'letely 
False 
5 
husband .. 
Completely 
False· 
5 
low please 
Part III: Re~ated Facts 
answer the followihg items by circling 
Jither True or False. 
I 1. I attended the funeral of iliy husband. 
. I 
True False 
I feel I have really grieved for my husband. 
True False 
I feel that I am now functioning about as well as I 
was before the death. 
True False 
. I seem to get upset each y~ar at about the same time 
as my husband died. 
True False 
. Sometimes I feel that I have the same illness as my 
husband. 
True False 
' HANK YOU FOR ANSWERING ALL OF THESE QUESTIONS. WE 
~RE ALSO VERY INTERESTED IN YOU SPECIAL THOUGHTS AND 
COMMENTS. PLEASE USE THE REST OF THIS SIDE (AND ANY 
DDITIONAL SHEETS YOU WISH TO ADD) TO TELL US ABOUT 
NY THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS YOU HAVE. 
' ; 
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i flease answer the following questions by circling the 
rhumber indicating whether you Strongly Disagree, 
*oderately Disagree, Slightly Disagree, Slightly 
Agree, Moderately Agree, Strongly Agree. 
I 
lUTONOMY 
t· Sometimes I change the way I act or think to be more 
1 
like those around me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree 
1 2 3 
Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Agree Agree Agree 
4 5 6 
. I am not afraid to voice my opinions, even when they 
are in opposition to the opinions of most people. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. My decisions are not usually influenced by what 
everyone else is doing. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.I tend to worry about what other people think of me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.Being happy with myself is lflOre important to me than 
having others approve of me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
73! 
I tend to be influenced by people with strong 
opinions. 
Strongly Moderately 
Disagree Disagree 
1 2 
I Slightly Slightly Moderately 
Di~agree • Agree Agree 
3 4 5 
Strongly 
Agree 
6 
People rarely talk me into: doing things I don't want 
to do. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly,Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree: Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. It is more important to me to "fit in" with others 
than to stand alone on my principles. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree' Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I have confidence in my opinions, even if they re 
contrary to the general consensus. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree · Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
10.It's di£ficult for me to voice my own opinions on 
controversial matters. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly: Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
11. I often change my mind about decisions if my 
friends or family disagree. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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I , 
;L2.I am not the kind of perso;n who gives in to social 
I 
pressures to think or act [n certain ways .. 
I . 
I 
Strongly Moderately 
Disagree Disagree 
Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
I 
Disagree I Agree 
1 2 3 i 4 I 
I 
I 
Agree 
5 
Agree 
6 
13.I am concerned about how dther people evaluate the 
choices I have made in my :life. 
I 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
. 2 3 4 5. 6 
r
4. I judge .for myself by wha~ I. t. hink is important, 
not by the values of what !others think is 
important. · ! · 
. . . I . 
Strongly Moderately Slightly·slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree · Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
NVIRONMENTAL MASTERY 
I 
I 
i l. In general, I feel I am 
in which I live. 
in; charge of the situati6n 
Strongly Moderately 
Disagree Disagree 
1 2 
Slightly I slightly 
Disagree I Agree 
3 .· 4 
! 
I 
I 
Moderately Strongly 
Agree 
5 
Agree 
6 
2. The demands of everyday liife often get· me down. 
Strongly Moderately 
Disagree Disagree 
1 2 
I 
Slightly/Slightly 
Disagreei Agree 
3 . 1 4 
Moderately Strongly 
Agree Agree 
5 6 
3. I do not fit very well witjh the people and the 
community around me. ' 
I 
Strongly Moderately 
Disagree Dis~gree 
Slightly' Slightly Moderat~ly Strongly 
Disagreei 
1 2 3 ! 
7 
Agree 
4 
Agree. 
5 
Agree 
6 
' l·. 
i 
I 
I l .· 
.•. i . \ .T am quite gqod at managin<g the responsibili ti~s -of 
my .. daiiy ·life .. '; · ' 
Strongly 
- Disagree• 
1 
~oqerately 
Disagree• 
2 
Slightly Slightly 
:oisa.g:ree. J _ Ag:i:-.ee 
. 3 I. · 4 
. . ! 
Moder:ately·strongly 
Agree Agree 
5 .6 
. I often f ~el overwhelmed bi my responsibilities. 
I 
. S_trongly Moderately Slightly I Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3. ,· , 4 , , 5 6 I . 
.. ·. ·. ___ ..... _ ... -__ .. -.-•· . . . l : __ · .. · __. . 
. If. I were Unhappy with my 11-y:::Lng, situation, I would 
tal<e ,atteCt.i.ve $ti,pg to chfn9¢ it.' •.·· .·· .·. • 
Strongly Moderately ,s.tightly/Slightly Mo<;i.eratefy Strongly 
-·. Dis;gree Dis;gree, . D:i,;agrerii Ag~ee . , Ag;ee . ' Agre6e · 
I gener~lly do., a good job •. _·. f taking care of my 
... personal_ financ~s a:nct· affafrs·. . 
. . . . . ·l, 
Strongly 
:Qisagr,ee 
1, 
~~cier:ately S:-ightl.y II slightly ~oderately Strongly 
. Disagree Disagree · Agree -· •. Agree . · _·:. Agree 
·2, . . . . 3. . i 4. ,• 5 6 
-i 
: '. ,_-.. .!· 
. I firid it sf:ress:f:tll that rl can't keep up with all' of 
the_ thing~i :r: ha"ire to do ea~ll- day. 
. ' . 
· Strongly· Mo~~iately ~~+ghtly 11': Sl:ightly 
Disagree · Disagree Disagree I Agree· -• 
1 · · ::2 ,. __ .. _ . .j , ·· l · 4:. 
Me>deratelyStrongly 
Agree Ag,ree· 
s· ~• 
. . · .... ··· .•. ' :· . . :_:,_ :· .. i 
· !v::;f ~~!/i/~~!!it~~ !f '"!e.t(ct~~=~ 1 .can #t, 
' ... •_· St1conily Moderately ,Slightly .Sli~h-tl; Mod~:tately' Sb~o-ng_ly 
···ofsagree Di~agree.·_ , D,isagree ·._ ·Agree> A<1ree . Agree. 
,;I. 2 3 4 5 6 
,,·· 
1··.·· 
-·._ .·•l 
·: 76:l · 
i j . 
. ·i 
I am quite good .at managing the responsibilities e>f 
my daily life. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly :s.1i.ghtly Moderately strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree< Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
I often feel overwhelmed by my responsibilities. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly :Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 ·3 4 5 6 
. If I were unhappy with my living situation~ I would 
take effective steps to change it. 
Strongly Moderately S:).ightly·Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree • Agree Agree Agree 
.1 2 3 4 5 6 
I generally do a good j.ob of taking care of my 
persbnal finances and afiairs. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 . 
. I £ind it stressful that I can't keep µp with all of 
the things I have t6 do ea~~ day~ 
Strongly Moderately Slightly,Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree' Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I am good at juggling my t;Lme so that; I can fit 
everything in that needs to get done. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly;Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree:. Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6, 
' 77, 
0.My daily life is busy, ·but I derive a sense of 
satisfaction from keeping up with everything. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.I get frustrated when trying to plan my daily 
activities because I never; accomplish the things I 
set out to do. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 
1 2 
Disagree 
3 
Agree 
4 
Agree 
5 
Agree 
6 
2.My efforts to find the kinds of activities and 
relationships that I need have been quite 
successful. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strohgly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3.I have difficulty arranging my life in a way that 
is satisfying to me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree • Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
4.I have been able to build :a home and a lifestyle 
for myself that is much t~ my liking, 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately 
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
2 3 4 5 
78 
Strongly 
Agree 
6 
LRSONAL GROWTH 
I 
I am not interested in actlvit~es that will expand 
my horizons. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly [slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree i Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 
I 
In general, I feel that I 
about myself as time goes 
I 
continue 
' by. 
Strongly Moderately 
Disagree Disagree 
1 2 
i 
slig.htlyl1s1ig ..h.t .. ly 
Disagree Agree 
3 4 
to learn more 
Moderately Strongly 
Agree Agree 
5 6 
B. I am the kind of person whb likes to give new things 
a try. 
strongly Moderately Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
i 4. I don't want to try new wa~s of doing things my 
life is fine the way it isi. 
I 
I 
Strongly Moderately 
Disagree Disagree 
Slightly'Slightly Moderately Strongly 
1 2. 
Disagree 
3 
Agree 
4 
Agree 
5 
Agree 
6 
5. I think it is important 
challeng§ how you think 
world. 
t~ have new experiences that 
ab;out yourself and the 
I 
! 
Strongly Moderately Slightly[ Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagreei Agree . Agree Agree 
1 2 3 1 4 5 6 
I 
6. When I think about it, I haven't really improved 
much as a person over the jyears. 
i. 
i 
Strongly Moderately Slightly: Slightly Moderately Strongly 
• ! Disagree Disagree Disagree; Agree. · 
1 2 3 4 
79 
Agree 
5 
Agree 
6 
In my view, people of every age are able to continue 
growing and developing. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
With time, I have gained a lot of insight about life 
that has made me a stronger, more capable person. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree . Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I have the sense that I have developed a lot as a 
person over time. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0.I do not enjoy being in new situations that require 
me to change my old familiar ways of doing things. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1.For me, life has been a continuous process of 
learning, changing, and growth. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2.I enjoy seeing how my views have changed and 
matured over the years. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
80 
3.I gave up trying to make big improvements or 
changes in my life a long time ago. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree : Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.There is truth to the saying you can't teach an old 
dog new tricks. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agreie Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
IVE RELATIONS WITH OTHER~ 
Most people see me as loving and affectionate. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disa·gree ' Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Maintaining close relationships has been difficult 
and frustrat~ng for me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly.Slightly' Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I often feel lonely because I have few close friends 
with whom to share my concerns. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly.Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree · Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I enjoy personal and mutual conversations with 
farnily members or friends.' 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree. Agree 
1 2 3 4 
81 
Agree 
5 
Agree 
6 
. It is important to me to be a good listener when 
close friends talk to me about their problems. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I don't have many people who want to listen when I 
need to talk. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I feel like I get a lot out of my friendships. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. It seems to me that most other people have more 
friends than I do. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
People would describe me as a giving person, willing 
to share my time with others. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0.I have not experienced many warm and trusting 
relationships with others. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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1.I often feel like I'm on the outside looking in 
when it comes to friendships. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2.I know that I can trust my friends, and they know 
they can trust me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
3.I find it difficult to really open up when I talk 
with others. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
4.My friends and I sympathize with each other's 
problems. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
IN LIFE 
feel good when I think of what I've done in the 
past and what I hope to do in the future. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I live life one day at a time and don't really think 
about he future. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
' Moderately 
Disagree 
2 
Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree 
3 
83 
Agree 
4 
Agree 
5 
Agree 
6 
I tend to focus on the presenti because the future 
nearly always brings me problems. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree . Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I have a sense of direction and purpose in life. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Qisagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. My daily activities often seem trivial and 
unimportant to me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly :slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I don't have a good sense 6f what it is I'm trying 
to accomplish in life. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I used to set goals for my~elf, but that now seems 
like a waste of time. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly.Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree · Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. I enjoy making plans for the future and working to 
make them a reality. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly'Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree: Agree Agree Ag:tee 
1 2 3 . 4 5 6 
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. I am an active person in carrying out the plans I 
set for myself. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree 'Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Some people wander aimlessly through life, but I am 
not one of them. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly ;Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
.I sometimes feel as if I've done all there is to do 
in life. 
Strongly ModerateJ,y Slightly;Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree• Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2~My aims in life have been more a source of 
satisfaction that frustration to me. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree, Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
13.I find it satisfying to think about wtiat I have 
accomplished in life. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagre~ Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
14.In the final analysis, I'~ not so sure that my 
life adds up to much. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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ELF-ACCEPTANCE 
] . When I look at the. story o~ my life, I am pleased 
with how things haye turnetj out. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree. Disagree . A,gree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
. In general, I feel.confideht and positive abotit 
myself. 
.Strongly Moderately Slightly. Slightly Moderately Strongly 
.. 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree ·. Agree Agree 
1 2 3 .4 5 6 
3. I feel like many of the people I know have gotten 
more out of life than I have. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
4. Given the opportunity, there are many things about 
myself that. I would change. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Sligbtly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree . Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
5. I like .. m.ost/aspects of my personality. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
1 
Mode:iate,ly Slightly Slightly 
Disagree Disagree Agree 
2 3 4 
Moderately.Strongly 
Agree Agree 
5 6 
5. I made some mistakes in the past, but I feel tnat 
. all in all eVerjihing h~s worked out for the best . 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately . St.±:ongly 
·Disagree Disi;l.gree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
86. 
7.In many ways, I feel disappointed about my 
achievements in life. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
8. For the most part, I am proud of who I am and the 
life I lead. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
9. I envy many people for the lives they lead. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
10.My attitude about myself is probably not as 
positive as most people feel about themselves. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
11.Many days I wake up feeling discouraged about how I 
have lived my life. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
12.The past had its ups and downs, but in general, I 
wouldn't want to change it. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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1 .When I compare myself to friends and acquaintances, 
it makes me feel good about who I am. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 .Everyone has his or her weaknesses, but I seem to 
have more than my share. 
Strongly Moderately Slightly Slightly Moderately Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Disagree Agree Agree Agree 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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